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BY ARMIN ROSEN

O

n July 2, 2022, Ilhan
Omar briefly appeared
onstage with Suldaan
Seeraar, a Somali pop
star making his U.S. debut. It was the first time
the sizable Minneapolis Somali American community had held an event at the
Target Center, the arena that’s home to
the Twin Cities’ NBA team. Like Omar’s
political career, the concert marked the
power and permanence of a relatively
new community of Americans, one that
barely existed just 30 years earlier. Presented before thousands of young Somalis, many of whom had come from
Columbus, San Diego, and other centers of Somali American life, Omar, the
world’s best-known person of Somali
ethnicity and one of the only members
of the U.S. House of Representatives
who is a bona fide national figure, faced
a torrent of booing. The jeering accelerated as she began to address the crowd.
“We don’t have all night,” she chided
with a wide and unembarrassed smile
across her face, as if the congresswoman
was reveling in the open scorn.
That Omar is unpopular among
some Somalis should not be surprising
by now. Her primary campaign for the
Minnesota state legislature in 2016 pitted her against a former Somali American political ally, Mohamud Noor, as

well as against Phyllis Khan, an incumbent supported by Minneapolis City
Councilman Hassan Warsame, then the
Somali community’s leading elected
politician. Omar defeated them both.
Her supposedly heroic opposition to
the religious and social conservatives of
her own community was a major theme
of This Is What America Looks Like: My
Journey from Refugee to Congresswoman, Omar’s May 2020 memoir. From the
beginning of her political career, her
views on abortion, homosexuality, and a
range of other topics were not those of a
staunch Muslim traditionalist, and were
even to the left of what a standard-issue Minnesotan typically believed. At
the Target Center, she brought onstage
her husband Tim Mynett, a political
consultant who is not Somali and only
converted to Islam around the time he
ended his previous marriage and married Omar. Ahmed Hirsi, Omar’s previous spouse, was a well-known and once
relatively popular figure in Twin Cities
Somali affairs.
Perhaps, one source in the Minneapolis Somali community suggested to
me, the booing expressed the growing
edginess of a younger generation that
was more open to taking a hard line on
matters of religion and morality than
even their parents had been. The Somali American community has produced
1

plenty of young people vocally committed to progressive politics—the booers
didn’t seem to represent a majority of
the Target Center crowd, after all—but
also many others who have gone sharply in the other direction, toward a religious fundamentalism that was itself a
reaction to distinctly American realities.
It could all be very bewildering, including to Somali Americans themselves.
“Our children, they look like us,” said
the man, a political strategist and activist in south Minneapolis, “but they are
not Somali. They are American.”
Omar didn’t get to where she is by
reconciling any of these contradictions
but by making them work to her advantage. For most politicians, it would be a
humiliating rebuke to have thousands of
members of their ethnic and religious
community rain boos upon them at a
major public event held on their home
turf. The smiles and laughter with
which she greeted the opprobrium of
young Somalis didn’t come from nervousness or surprise. This was the kind
of confrontation that had helped turn
her into a political star.
Omar’s instincts are rarely wrong,
however polarizing a figure they’ve
made her. In 2020, she ran 16 points
behind Joe Biden, underperforming
the president-elect by more than every
one of the other 200-plus Democratic
members of the House of Representatives up for reelection. But she still
won 64% of the vote on the strength
of a firm base of support that included
far-left activists, college students, leftwing children of culturally conservative
Somali immigrants, and the social-justice-minded bourgeois, newly activated
by the protests and riots that broke out
after the killing of George Floyd, which
occurred in Omar’s congressional district. The Target Center incident might
have looked like an ugly scene to people
who knew little about her life and career, or like an opportunity for political
opponents wrongly convinced that she’s
beatable this year. Omar is up against
former city council member Don Samuels in August’s Democratic primary, an
unexciting alternative from an earlier
political era who is likely headed for the
same double-digit defeat that an earlier and even more promising challenger
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“The family
compound in the
Somali capital,
which belonged to
Omar’s mother’s
side, was behind a
protective wall and
filled with books,
music, and art.”

suffered in 2020. It’s unclear that any
attack on Omar has ever landed particularly hard.
Being a lightning rod would have
harmed Omar if she hadn’t proven to be
such a skillful manager of her own story and her own image. That’s especially
true when it comes to the more sensitive
aspects of her dizzyingly complex life,
which she has either ruthlessly neutralized, cleverly spun, or kept scrupulously
out of view.
On June 15, 2020, Omar announced
that her father had died of complications from the coronavirus. When
Somalia plunged into its still-reverberating civil war in the early 1990s,
Nur Said, then in his 30s, braved the
spreading anarchy to make sure his children and extended family made it from
Mogadishu to Kenya, and then from a
refugee camp to final safety in the United States. Since he is someone who rescued his loved ones from a war zone and
raised a pathbreaking contemporary political figure, it is a permanently lost opportunity that Nur Said never seems to
have recorded his life story in any public
form, or given a single media interview
of any real depth. His contribution to
his daughter’s astonishing political rise
remained vague until the very end. In
Time for Ilhan, a 2018 documentary
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about Omar’s victorious 2016 campaign
for the Minnesota state legislature, Nur
Said is shown eating lunch and talking
in Somali with Omar, hanging around
rallies and polling places with other
older Somali men, and accompanying
her to an election-night victory party.
When he speaks in Somali, his words
are only rarely translated. He is introduced in Time for Ilhan as “Nur Said,”
though Omar named him as Nur Omar
Muhammed Omar in her tweet announcing his death
Omar’s father is one of the heroes of
her memoir. Yet she offers scant details
about his life in the old country, in contrast to other family members. For instance, we learn that Omar’s maternal
grandfather held “a government job,
helping to run the country’s network
of lighthouses.” He was also an accomplished Italian gourmand, Italy being
Somalia’s former colonial ruler. In 2016,
Omar told the Minneapolis alternative
newspaper City Pages that her grandfather had been Somalia’s “national marine transport director” and had gone to
college in Italy, although neither detail
appears in her book.
Omar’s memoir does mention the
“unusual privileges” that the future congresswoman’s mother, who died during
Omar’s infancy, had been “afforded by
her father,” Omar’s politically connected grandfather. The family compound
in the Somali capital, which belonged
to Omar’s mother’s side, was behind a
protective wall and filled with books,
music, and art. The family owned its
own car, a Toyota Corolla, something
also unusual for subjects of an impoverished communist dictatorship. Readers don’t learn about Nur Said’s prewar
life or social status at the same level of
specificity, aside from finding out that
he grew up in one of the major towns
of the Puntland region, northeast of
Mogadishu, and belonged to a subclan
that the regime of Siad Barre had once
persecuted. He is twice referred to as an
“educator,” with no further detail given.
This lingering gray zone would not
be filled in until after Nur Said’s death.
In a Somali-language condolence tweet,
Omar Sharmarke, who served as Somalia’s prime minister from 2009 to
2010 and then again from 2014 to 2017,
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described Nur Said as “Col Nur”—that
is, as a colonel—and noted his service in
Somalia’s armed forces. Sharmarke is a
former Somali ambassador to the United States who speaks fluent English;
his father, a president of Somalia, was
assassinated shortly before Siad Barre’s
coup in 1969. Within the Somali clan
system, he belongs to the same sub-subsub-clan as Nur Said and Omar.
During the six months before Nur
Said’s death, over a half-dozen Somali
Americans in the Twin Cities and Virginia—among them a former post-civil war Somali government official, the
son of a general who had served just before the civil war, and multiple people
close to either Omar or her ex-husband
Ahmed Hirsi’s family—told me that Nur
Said had not been an “educator” but a
mid-ranking professional officer in the
Somali military during Barre’s regime.
Public messages from Sharmarke, as
well as from Somali community members in Minnesota, presented additional
proof that Nur Said once held rank in
a military that was notorious for torturing political prisoners, bombarding
the country’s own cities, and persecuting clans deemed disloyal to Siad
Barre’s ruling clique. Minnesota Public
Radio-affiliated website Sahan Journal eventually described Nur Said as “a
prominent Somali military officer.”
For Omar and other Somali refugees,
life in the United States offered the possibility of a complete break with the war,
and with the decades of accelerating national breakdown that made the conflict
possible. In America, Somalis were free
to recreate some of what they’d had in
East Africa, in a country where a societywide self-immolation was at that
point unthinkable. Religious and social
life, including aspects of the Somali clan
system, quickly reasserted themselves
in places like Minneapolis. This diasporic revival was only possible because
of a shared impulse toward leaving the
worst of the civil war in the country
they’d escaped. At almost no point have
Minnesota’s Somali Americans ever accused one another of decades-old crimes
back in East Africa. “There’s this kind
of a collective social attitude: Whatever
the hell happened, we left it in Somalia,”
explained Ahmed Yusuf, a Minneapolis

high school teacher and author of the
book Somalis in Minnesota.
As an immigrant, a racial and religious minority, and a survivor of war,
Omar had a tougher path to Congress
than fellow “squad” member Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, or nearly anyone else
for that matter. But navigating Somali politics in both the Twin Cities and
the Horn of Africa gave Omar a head
start in understanding what it would
take to make it in a fracturing near-future America. The Minneapolis Somali
community, recent Somali history, and
Omar’s own personal history turned out
to be perfect preparation for a consequential political career in an ever more
divided United States.
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Conveniently for Omar, the only people who have seriously investigated her
past during her now 6-year-old career
in electoral politics are writers for rightwing websites. Fringier media have accused Nur Said of being a war criminal
or the commandant of a prison camp,
stories that have not been persuasively supported and that reflect a mix of
conjecture and rumors circulating within the Twin Cities Somali community.
These insinuations allow Omar’s critics to present her as having personally
benefited from human rights atrocities,
only to then appoint herself an uncompromising accuser of her adopted country’s injustices once she entered politics.
Holistic treatments of her life and
career are largely absent in mainstream
or nonideological outlets. The few that
have been written are built around narrow biographical questions or seem to
be almost entirely based on Omar’s own
statements, which most publications haven’t bothered to check or challenge.
In 2019, the year the newly elected
congresswoman became a household
name, the closest a major national publication came to a full profile of Omar
was a July piece in The Washington Post.
The article noted a number of factual
misstatements she had made—she told
a veterans’ group that 45% of military
families were on food stamps, which
was nine times greater than the actual
number. She told a group of high school
students that she had once watched a
“sweet, old African American lady”

sentenced to a weekend in jail and an
unpayable fine for stealing a $2 loaf
of bread.
The Post allowed for the possibility
that the incident, for which there was no
evidence but Omar’s recollections, had
been made up on the spot. “If true, it is
also probably embellished,” the newspaper determined, adding Omar “said she
may have flubbed some facts.” No matter: The story was undeniably powerful.
Omar probably already understood that
its truth was immaterial, and that the
risks of getting caught in the fabrication were worth the payoff. Much of the
article was dedicated to soft-focus accounts of congressional busywork and
interviews with Minnesotans who had
nothing critical to say about her.
That Omar could secure such light
treatment from an outlet as powerful
as the Post further confirms her mastery of the modern-day political media
ecosystem. But such mild scrutiny also
does a disservice to Omar, who is often
reduced to a series of cliches—whether
as a vindication of liberal immigration
policy, or evidence of the country’s inevitable march leftward, or an affirmation of America itself, with its ability to
make winners out of people the crueler
regions of the world had victimized.
The press’s evident lack of curiosity
about Omar also smacks of self-regard:
Dissecting Omar’s life story is seen as a
right-wing pastime. An absence of interest in her biography, and even in her
pre-congressional political career, serve
as proof of being enlightened enough
not to belong to the wrong club.
Aided by the media’s tactical retreat,
Omar has become the public’s first and
final source for understanding how one
of the country’s major political figures
got to where she is. She has ensured
that certain aspects of her life—like
her father’s services to the Siad Barre
regime, along with everything it suggested about how and why Omar was
able to escape a collapsed state and
then succeed in a country thousands of
miles from her troubled birthplace—
are mentioned only by her opponents.
With the help of dedicated supporters,
an incurious media, and the racial and
religious antagonism of Donald Trump,
Omar succeeded in streamlining her
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labyrinthine history into a stirring tale
of an indomitable spirit achieving its
destiny, demolishing American backwardness in the process.
Omar has now been in Congress for
over three and a half years. American
politics has lost much of its local and
even regional character, thanks in part
to figures like her. The country’s political life is now almost entirely national-scale and personality-driven, a clash
between controversy-seekers who are
essentially celebrities, and who are constantly vying for attention and adoration before a third of a billion citizens.
Omar recognized this shift to a world
of Ocasio-Cortezes and Marjorie Taylor Greenes earlier than nearly anyone.
She understood that she was playing on
a field larger than a single state assembly or congressional district, or even any
single country. She realized that politics
was becoming an arena defined less by
policy and action than by narrative and
personal emotional investment. Proceeding from this insight, she became a
lone voice willing to stake out provocative or maximalist positions that some
growing portion of the country wanted
to hear: on Israel, on race relations, on
student loan forgiveness, on the integrity and inner motives of her own Democratic Party colleagues.
American politics has risen—or perhaps fallen—to meet Omar’s level of
stridency. The upheavals of the postGeorge Floyd moment, the coronavirus
pandemic, and the chaotic aftermath
of the 2020 presidential election accelerated an existing process: The realignment of the country into durable
and often impenetrable enclaves of
competing narratives, each convinced
that the American project is under existential threat from nearly everyone
outside of their own camp, whether
those enemies are Trumpists, QAnoners, white supremacists, cops, Zionists,
COVID-truthers, neoliberal capitalists, anti-vaxxers, the trans movement,
Black Lives Matter, critical race theorists, police abolitionists, democratic
socialists, or the professional managerial class. The other side is often believed to be guilty of evils so appalling
that even attempting to win them over
to your side, rather than forging ahead
tabletmag.com

“Ilhan Omar’s story
is the journey
of Somalis and
other vulnerable
populations that
found safety in
contemporary
America, in part
by gaining the
freedom to choose
what to take with
them and what of
their old lives to
leave behind.”
to isolate and destroy them, is seen
as self-betrayal.
American politics now resembles a
tribal struggle, a competition between
a constellation of in-groups over scarce
resources and even scarcer channels of
actual power. Protecting and advancing
one’s political tribe using the full range
of available tools, including media manipulation, calculated dishonesty, and
mass protest, is often an objective that
supersedes any loyalty to a political party or ideological system, as well as to any
higher ideals, like the truth.
One example of Omar’s command
over this ascendent mode of politics was
her blockbuster tweet of April 16, 2022,
in which she shared a video of a group
of Christians singing a religious song in
the middle of a packed flight. The only
hijab-wearing congresswoman in American history spoke up to stigmatize this
public display of religiosity, which she
saw as proof of the bigotry of the country in whose national legislature she
serves. “I think my family and I should
have a prayer session next time I am on a
plane,” she quipped. “How do you think
July 15–21, 2022 • 17–23 Tammuz, 5782

it will end?” The people in the video
were completely anonymous, lacking
Omar’s profile and power. They had no
connection to Omar’s district in Minneapolis, or to any question of policy,
major or minor. But Omar recognized
that the video was a chance to teach
certain Americans about how awful
they are, and to amplify a grievance so
forcefully that any further debate would
be less pithy, less interesting, and less instantly divisive than Omar’s initial shot.
Her name trended on Twitter for two
days. The tweet generated op-eds and
news segments and currently has over
200,000 likes.
Omar’s attention-grabbing and divisive political theater serves her purposes even when it verges into absurdity. On July 19, police escorted the
congresswoman off the grounds of the
Supreme Court during a pro-abortion
rights protest. Along with Ocasio-Cortez, Omar held her hands behind her
back, creating the false impression she
had been handcuffed. The ruse worked:
ABC News, among others, tweeted to
announce the arrest of the two legislative stars. Whether or not corrections
are on their way, the image of Omar
half-grinning behind thick sunglasses,
wearing a necklace whose dark amber
beads matched her shirt and hijab, with
a cop appearing to restrain her and the
high court’s Corinthian facade looming
in the background, has a power far exceeding that of whatever the bare facts
might be.
Ilhan Omar’s emergence as one of the
era’s defining political figures, and the
likely longevity of her congressional career, make it all the more important to
understand how and why she got this
far. Her story, and its fateful intersection with both Somalia’s and America’s
modern history, are reassuring proof
that the United States remains a land
of reinvention. For Somali refugees, as
for Jews a century earlier, America was
an escape hatch from history, the only
place on Earth where a painful recent
past could be peacefully reconciled.
Ilhan Omar’s story is the journey of
Somalis and other vulnerable populations that found safety in contemporary
America, in part by gaining the freedom
to choose what to take with them and
4

what of their old lives to leave behind.
Omar, like centuries of ambitious newcomers to America, fully inhabited the
freedom to transform into whatever she
imagined herself to be.
lhan Omar was born in
Mogadishu in 1982. Her
mother was from a Somali clan that traces its
origins to Yemen; she
died when the future
congresswoman was still a baby. In a
poignant scene in Time for Ilhan, the
state legislature candidate reflects on
her mother’s absence as she braids her
youngest daughter’s hair. “When I was
little like you, my sisters would cut off
my hair and make me bald all the time.
You know why? Because I didn’t have a
mommy, and nobody had the patience to
do this crazy business.” Her father was
from the Osman Mahmoud subclan of
the Majeerteen branch of the Darod.
Clan is patrilineal in Somalia, so Omar
and her siblings are also considered
part of the Osman Mahmoud, a grouping that traces its descent from a line of
medieval sultans. “Like me, she comes
from a royal family,” Haji Mohamed Yasin, a Nairobi-based analyst and political activist, explained when I met him in
Kenya in the fall of 2019.
The young Omar lived in a safety
and comfort unimaginable to nearly everyone in what was largely a very poor
country. Per Omar’s memoir, her mother
had been a “secretary for a government
minister,” while her paternal grandfather was the government maritime
administrator with a talent for Italian
cooking. Omar writes that her “family
of civil servants and teachers was well
off enough to have a guarded compound
and driver. But I didn’t like the attention
I received from the other kids for the
in-your-face privilege of our white Toyota Corolla and our driver Farah—nor
the constraints.”
It is not in itself morally compromising to have acquired wealth and safety
in Barre-era Somalia, as Omar’s family
had. “In the case of Ilhan Omar and her
family, they’ve been privileged from
the get-go, before the establishment
of the Somali state,” said Adam Matan
of the London-based Anti-Tribalism

Movement in late 2019, speaking to a
general perception among diaspora
Somalis of Omar’s origins. “She was in
Mogadishu, part of the well-off people
in Somalia. Then literally out of nowhere, you have to flee for your life.”
Nearly every path to bourgeois comfort and the kind of multigenerational,
multibuilding family compound that
Omar describes in recollections of her
early life in Mogadishu ran through Siad
Barre’s regime. Beginning in the 1970s,
the authoritarian dictator had put the
country on a glide path to catastrophe.
Barre gained power in a 1969 military
coup, ending the nine-year democratic
experiment that followed Somali independence from Italy. He was known as
“the Old Man,” a stoic and distant figure
who surrounded himself with younger
military officers he could control. Many
dictators are lazy or stupid, and rule on
nothing more complicated than fear,
but Barre had a reputation as a cerebral
workaholic who would stay in the office
until the early morning hours. “Barre
was an extremely shrewd dictator,” said
Ali Abdullahi, a Nairobi-based scholar,
when I met him in 2019. “He knew his
friends and foes really well. He mastered the art of clan dynamics.”
Ruling as a communist revolutionary,
Barre sought to impose an alien ideology on a society of herders, farmers,
oral poets, and traders bound together
by family, religion, and various other
sources of meaning and cohesion that
communism sought to anathematize.
Though he counted a widely praised literacy push among his successes, Barre’s
rule was never secure. Ruling over a Soviet client state made him into a minor
enemy of the United States. Internally,
he was up against forces far older and
more respected than any single dictator or political ideology, Islam high
among them. One of Barre’s first major
atrocities was the 1975 execution of 11
religious leaders accused of preaching
against the regime’s “women’s emancipation” campaign.
By 1977, Barre’s attempts to impose
socialism had cratered the country’s
agricultural and industrial production.
The dictator launched the most reckless
gambit of his time in power and invaded
the Somali-majority regions of eastern
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Ethiopia, which he hoped to annex.
The campaign failed when the Soviet
Union switched sides in the conflict
and started backing the brutal communist regime of Ethiopian junta leader
Mengistu Haile Mariam, which repelled
Barre’s expedition into the Ogaden region with the help of Soviet weapons
and military advisers, as well as 12,000
Cuban commandos. The humiliating defeat left Barre with one possible path to
survival: The exploitation of Somalia’s
clan system, which, like Islam, was a rival to communism entirely organic to
Somali society.
Clan acts as a framework for the
current Somali political system. At the
2001 Djibouti peace conference, negotiators arrived upon an idea known as
“4.5,” in which one member from each
of the four largest clans must fill exactly
one of the highest offices in the government, with the “point five” referring to
a representative of one of the so-called
“minority” clans. Today, Somali politicians frequently travel to Minnesota to
fundraise among fellow clan members.
The organization of the Somali political system along genealogical lines—or
the perceived lack of any clear, nonviolent alternative to such a method of
organization—is less absurd in light
of everything that clan encompasses
beyond electoral politics. In the most
ethnically, linguistically, and religiously
homogeneous place in Africa, clan remains the identity of both first and last
resort. “For some, the clan has always
been a kind of insurance,” explained Abdirahman Abtidon, a Somali-language
author and a research collaborator at
the University of Rome’s Somali Studies Center. “If some group attacks, who
defends you? Your family.” During periods of clear centralized authority, like
Barre’s rule, clans provided ready-made
channels of loyalty. During periods of
no authority, the clan was one of the last
social institutions that endured. “Somalis survived the civil war because they
had other constitutions, not just written
ones,” Abtidon said.
One of Barre’s first atrocities in remaking the clan system to suit his political ends was his persecution of the
Majeerteen subclan of the Darod, whom
he scapegoated for the Ogaden disaster.
5

Barre belonged to the Marehan, a different branch of the Darod. In 1978,
his regime executed 17 Majeerteen officers accused of plotting a coup, and
then launched a broader campaign of
persecution. “Hundreds of military
officers were rounded up, the civil service was purged, and political leaders,
elders, intellectuals, businessmen, religious leaders, even women were sent
to Barre’s worst prisons,” historian Lidwien Kapteijns writes in her 2012 book
Clan Cleansing in Somalia. Outside this
social and political elite, the regime
burned 18 Majeerteen villages, massacring an estimated 2,000 people, seizing
cattle, and planting mines under agricultural lands. The purge fractured the
Majeerteen elite. Some left Somalia to
join various opposition movements in
exile. Other Majeerteen stuck around,
including Omar’s father.
Serving the Barre regime as a Majeerteen did not make Nur Said a target
of suspicion among Somalis in Minneapolis. He was widely respected and
remained active in Somali affairs in the
city. Omar made an effort to incorporate
her father into her political campaigns;
in a Facebook post, Sahra Noor, Omar’s
older sister, described him as “a great
political strategist and fundraiser.” In
Omar’s memoir, she recalls her father
interceding with Somali communal elders in Minnesota who had sworn to
crush the progressive upstart’s state
legislative campaign in 2016. Somali
Americans in the Twin Cities say he was
a frequent presence at the Starbucks in
Cedar-Riverside, a gathering place for
Majeerteen men. A Nur Said Mohamed
Elmi appears as a signatory on an open
letter from “Concerned Jubaland Communities” supporting the creation of an
autonomous Jubaland state within Somalia’s fragile federal system. (Though
Nur Said was from Puntland, both areas
have large numbers of Darod; both are
also in constant tension with the weak
central government in Mogadishu.)
Nur Said was a member of “the older
generation,” as one Somali community
source in Minneapolis put it—someone
who kept with people his age, and who
usually only spoke in Somali. Another
Minnesotan friendly with the family
described him as “very mild-mannered

guy, subdued almost. But very smart. He
had this quiet wisdom about him. He
also had something completely different
from any Somali father I know. He had
this kind of deference to his daughters ...
he wanted the attention for her, not for
himself. You could sense it.”
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Practically everyone in the Somali state
apparatus had an intimate look into
the country’s slow-motion collapse.
Abdirashid Buule, who became a field
worker for the Ministry of Livestock
after graduating from high school, recalled that by the mid-1980s, his teams
could no longer access certain areas
unless they had the explicit permission
of local clan militias. The government
had its own preferred militant groups,
which meant that local-level contests for
authority were raging even before civil
war broke out. “What we had was better
than without a government,” Buule told
me in Nairobi in 2019. “But the system
was only for itself. Barre only thought of
that day, when he had power.”
Defections of senior regime officials,
including Barre’s ambassador to the
United States, began in the early ’80s.
Civil war erupted in 1987 when Barre’s
air force flattened Hargeisa, the largest
city in a region in which the Ishaq clan
was dominant. The dictator had leaned
on the clan system as his rule deteriorated, favoring the Marahan, Ogaden, and
Dulbahante sub-clans of the Darod and
killing thousands of Ishaq in order to
terrorize the restive north of the country into submission.
From Nairobi to Melbourne to Minneapolis, much of the Somali diaspora
traces its creation to the final weeks of
1990, when rebels reached Mogadishu
and the country descended into a chaos from which it is yet to fully emerge.
Mohamed Farah Aidid’s United Somali
Congress entered the city, kicking off
months of reprisal killings targeting
any member of any branch of Barre’s
Darod clan, regardless of whether they
supported the regime. “All those associated with ‘the’ Darod—a genealogical
construct that encompassed a score of
clans and a large percentage of the inhabitants of Mogadishu and the country
as a whole—now, irrespective of their
individual histories, came to be seen as

enemies to be killed and driven out,”
Kapteijns writes. In its first year, the
conflict is believed to have killed 14,000
people and displaced another 400,000
in Mogadishu alone. Many of the first
to arrive in the United States as refugees
were Darod, like Omar.
Somalis often gave nearly everything
they had to rescue their families. Yaxia
Osman, a former shopkeeper in Mogadishu whom I met in Mombasa in 2019,
watched people being killed around him
and then spent his entire savings, totaling roughly $30,000, renting trucks to
get his extended family to the border.
Most displaced Somalis, who were a
great deal poorer than Osman, simply
began walking to places the war hadn’t
reached yet. Abdullahi Ali Aden, a refugee I met at the Dadaab complex of
camps in the Kenyan desert in late 2019,
hiked barefoot to the Somali-Kenyan
frontier after the outbreak of war. His
family of five slept by the roadside; they
survived because they brought along
their flock of 28 goats, nearly half of
which they slaughtered during their
weeks-long trek to relative safety.
The story of the conflict’s most famous refugee is also one of the war’s
stranger escapes to safety. Omar’s family stayed in Mogadishu for months
after Barre’s ouster. One night, per
Omar’s memoir and various other accounts she’s given, attackers from an
unspecified militia group tried to scale
the gates and walls of the compound
as the family gathered in their courtyard after dinner. As Omar recalls in
her book, the family locked itself in
the compound’s main building; the
young Omar hid under a bed. A “volley of gunfire” clattered the front gate.
An aunt and an older sister recognized two of the militants, who they
had known since childhood, and boldly began negotiating for the family’s
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lives. The attackers withdrew when the
two women effectively shamed them
into leaving.
Omar’s father and grandfather put
their escape plan into action early the
next morning. Omar and a female relative traveled to the coastal city of Kismayo in the back of a truck and eventually got out of Somalia by air: “We were
smuggled out of the country at great
cost on a small plane used to bring in
contraband shrimp,” she writes. “My
aunt and I traveled in one aircraft, and
my grandfather in another.” According
to Omar’s memoir, her father did not
come with her—she does not explain
what route he took into Kenya.
The Mogadishu airport shuttered on
December 31, 1990 as fighting intensified; chartering international flights in
a Somalia rapidly descending into anarchy was practically unheard of. Yet
by Omar’s recollections, her extended
family of some 20 people successfully
evacuated a country of militant checkpoints, firefights, and inter-clan violence by truck and by multiple aircraft.
Such an escape required a combination
of resources, luck, and advanced planning that almost no other escapees had.
Barre himself arrived in Kenya later in
1991, by land.
The origin myth of the Minneapolis
Somali American community involves
a turkey factory three hours to the west,
in a town called Marshall, Minnesota, which has a current population of
13,000. During the icy winter of 1992,
a group of about 20 young men made
their way to Marshall, where a Somali
man worked as one of the factory’s shift
supervisors. The newcomers barely
spoke English, and had few marketable
skills. They were living through a tragedy that was both alien and invisible to
their new neighbors, almost all of whom
were Christian and white, and had no
first-hand experience of civil war.
The Somalis came to America as refugees from a conflict that had killed
their friends and relatives, wiped out
everything they had saved or built, and
stranded family members in slums and
refugee camps across East Africa and the
Middle East. The men had mostly lived
in San Diego upon arriving in America,

and fanned out to seek work wherever
they could find it. They slept in the bus
station in Sioux Falls the night before
the final leg of their trip to Marshall, a
place where they were not made to feel
especially welcome. No one would rent
them housing—the workers lived in
trailers that the factory’s owners provided. In the freezing pre-dawn hours they
would queue at a payphone in the center
of town to call relatives in Nairobi or
Sanaa or London to learn who had and
hadn’t made it out of Somalia. A police
car would sometimes pull up, with the
officer inquiring as to why these Black
men were gathering at such an odd time
of day, wrapped in blankets.
It was not until the infamous October 1993 Black Hawk Down incident, in
which militants killed 19 American soldiers in Mogadishu’s Bakaara Market,
that the people of Marshall understood
that these mysterious new neighbors
were survivors of a living hell, dispossessed by a war that had consumed
everything of their previous lives. The
townsfolk grew more willing to rent
to the Somalis, who began to learn English and develop a better grasp of life
in rural Minnesota. The Somalis found
a lot to like about Marshall. There was
an abundance of low-skill jobs, along
with a Minnesotan ethos of steely reserve that tended toward leaving people alone regardless of how outside the
mainstream they might appear. “In Somali culture there is a concept called sahan—scouting,” explained Yusuf. Somalis discovered they could live relatively
comfortably in Minnesota and still have
enough money left over to support their
relatives overseas. “Once they found out
that they were able to feed their families
in Ethiopia or in Kenya or in Yemen, the
word was out.”
Somali refugees who the U.S. government had resettled in the warmer and
seemingly more hospitable climates of
San Diego and northern Virginia gradually made their way to the frigid north of
their new country, a place whose bleak
climate, landlocked geography, gunmetal skies, and homogeneously white
and Christian population amounted to
nearly the polar opposite of the place
they had fled.
From Marshall and other small towns,
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the Somalis began to look toward the
state’s largest metropolis, an emerging city in need of taxi drivers, factory
workers, and hotel staff. It helped that
Minneapolis was an altogether calmer
and safer place than other major American population centers.
Like any creation myth, the story of
how Somalis got to Minneapolis is interesting for what it omits. A significant
number of Somalis made it to Minnesota
because of the U.S. State Department’s
refugee resettlement program, which
identified the chilly upper midwestern
state, then roughly 97% white, as a place
in need of fresh supplies of impoverished foreigners. More importantly,
the United States cared about Somalis
relative to other imperiled populations
because of a perceived national interest in helping people who had suffered
on America’s behalf. Barre’s regime had
become a U.S. ally during the tail end of
the Cold War, and in December of 1992,
the United States sent 25,000 soldiers to
Somalia to supplement a United Nations
force in a last-ditch attempt to stabilize
the country. American policy in Somalia had been a failure, but acceptance of
Somali refugees, who would be on track
to receive the globally coveted privilege
of U.S. citizenship after just five years,
was proof at the time that America
would meet its moral obligations to
its foreign partners, even when its bets
went wrong.
By March of 1995, all foreign troops
had withdrawn from Somalia, as the
conflict deepened into a chronic social
condition that endures to this day. The
exodus of some 18,000 Somalis to the
United States by the end of 1996, and
nearly 110,000 by the end of the 2010s,
included American security partners
and senior Barre regime officials with
blood on their hands, as well as average Somalis with family in the United
States from before the outbreak of the
war, along with others who got incredibly lucky.
While the most fortunate minority of
Somali refugees wound up in America,
a far greater number became marooned
in Dadaab, an hour’s flight from Nairobi
in eastern Kenya. Despite its closeness
to East Africa’s most important city,
7

Dadaab is a desert twilight zone, almost
impossible for a non-Kenyan to visit: In
late 2019 a trip there required permits
from the country’s Department of Refugee Affairs, followed by multiple layers
of permission from various U.N. offices,
followed by a brief police questioning
when I finally arrived via a U.N. Humanitarian Air Services flight, followed by
looks of astonishment from U.N. staff
that I had even made it there at all.
From the sprawling and blast wall-encased U.N. compound in the center of
a nervous mud-shack town—al-Shabab,
the brutal Somali al-Qaida affiliate, is
alleged to operate nearby—it was a jolting 20-minute ride down a dust-clouded unpaved road before a visitor hit the
first of the area’s three camps, which
once formed the world’s largest refugee
community and was then home to an
estimated 200,000 people.
Few places on earth reveal the tenuousness of human existence quite like
Dadaab, a manufactured catastrophe
that also previews a maybe not-so-distant future in which most everywhere
else on Earth is just as arid, featureless,
and desperate. The land is dry and flat,
more like sand than earth—after a brief
rain, refugees began digging compacted dirt out of the roadways to use as
building material. Inside the camps,
mazes of winding footpaths are lined
with makeshift thatched walls layered
in discarded tins of cooking oil from
the United States Agency for International Development, rows of metal
American flags shimmering in the dull
desert sunlight.
Modern-day Dadaab is the dark reverse image of the Somali American
experience—it’s the fate from which
Somali arrivals in the United States like
Omar were saved. Many of the camps’
refugees have been stuck in the desert
for decades because it is unsafe for them
to return to Somalia, and because Kenya
has placed punitively strict regulations
on where Somali refugees can live and
work. Most Dadaab residents are effectively banned from living outside the
camps, which have no parks, no real libraries, few recreation centers, and few
permanent buildings. Dadaab is not a
war zone in the strictest sense. But it
inflicts a cruel stasis: Few can leave, and

life can’t progress for the residents until
they leave.
Many of the refugees showed up at the
Kenyan-Somali border sometime in the
early ’90s only to spend the remainder
of their lives waiting for the war to end,
or for resettlement opportunities that
never came. “We are in a caged place,”
said Fardowso Abdullahi, who was born
in the area’s Hagadera camp and whose
parents had been livestock herders back
in Somalia. “We cannot go anywhere.”
When I traveled there in 2019, Western countries had only made 975 total
annual resettlement slots available to
Dadaab’s refugees. “It seems the world
is tired of the Dadaab camps,” Abdullah
Ali Aden, the elected chairman of Dushale camp told me. “A lot of people get
a lot of knowledge here,” he added. “The
knowledge you get is how to survive in
a harsh life. It’s unbearable.”
Anab Gedi Mohammed, a child of
poor shopkeepers from the Darod
clan who had their home and business
destroyed by militants from the rival
Hawiya clan during the civil war, told
me I was the fifth foreign journalist she
had talked to in her life, including an Al
Jazeera team, and that she’d had nearly
identical conversations with all of us recalling her 27 years in Dadaab. “You do
not know what it is like in the camp,” she
said in English as I stood beside the door
of her small compound, moments away
from leaving. “Nothing will change.”
For a time, people briefly cared about
Dadaab. On Aug. 11, 2018, Omar won
the Democratic Party primary for Minnesota’s 5th Congressional District, putting her on track to be the first Somali
American member of Congress and the
first hijab-wearing congresswoman in
American history. Reuters, The Guardian, and The Washington Post all reported that Omar and her family had lived in
Dadaab for four years.
Memories of Ilhan Omar linger there.
“There are people telling me that they
were neighbors in 1994 ... they could
see she was a very intelligent woman,”
reported Ali Aden, a refugee I met in
Ifo, one of Dadaab’s three camps. My
fixer, a journalist for one of the camp’s
radio stations, said he was certain of the
family’s former address: block A-7 of the
dusty Ifo camp. “Ilhan was here,” said
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Shardid Abdikadir, a refugee and trader
in Ifo’s sprawling marketplace. He recalled seeing Omar’s father there. “The
way I remember, he was a very tall man.
I haven’t met him, but we used to see
each other.”
In fact, Omar never lived in any of
Dadaab’s camps—she merely visited
on a humanitarian mission in 2011—
and any memories of her there are not
based on real events. It is unclear how
the notion that she spent time at Dadaab got started, or if Omar herself ever
tried to correct this misperception, or
even knew about it at all. Her family instead registered as refugees at Utange,
outside of Mombasa, as she recounts in
her memoir. In the early ’90s, any Kenyan refugee camp was a grim place, and
Omar’s story shows how far determined
people can go even when they’ve been
deprived of seemingly every possible
opportunity in life. As a result, Somalis
look upon Omar as “an extended cousin
who made it,” said Mohammed Ibrahim,
a founder of the Anti-Tribalism Movement. “It says a lot about us. We’re very
resilient people.”
Until the publication of her memoir
Omar never talked publicly about her
years at the Utange refugee camp in any
real detail, which is perhaps one reason
the impression grew that she had lived
in Dadaab. Today, there is no outward
sign that a refugee camp was ever in
Utange, which looks like any of Mombasa’s many other palm-shaded outlying slums. It was Utange’s closeness to
one of Kenya’s major commercial and
population centers, which boasts a
strip of fancy beach resorts and an old
quarter thick with buildings left behind by British, Portuguese, and Arab
conquerors, that made the camp’s 1997
closure inevitable. “There was always a
language barrier—no one understood
each other,” recalled Abdulla Ahmed, a
peddler who lived next to the camp site
before, during, and after the refugees
were there. “It led to fights here—people’s homes were harmed on both sides.
That’s why they decided the camp had
to be liquidated.”
For civil servants and other former
members of the Somali ruling class,
it was common to register in Utange
and live somewhere else. “Most of the
8

people accommodated in Utange, they
told me they lived in Mombasa. The
elites that is—the poor people lived in
the camps,” said Mohamed Ingiiris, a
visiting professor at the African Leadership Center at King’s College in London
who grew up in Somalia and lived there
until 2002.
Willis Okech, a journalist with The
Standard newspaper who covered
the refugee influx into Mombasa in
the 1990s, had a similar recollection.
“Utange refugees were the poor ones.
Most of them were transferred to Dadaab. The rich ones were never transferred.
They could get a refugee ID that allowed
them to stay anywhere they wanted.”
Yaxia Osman, the former Mogadishu
shopkeeper, recalls that “people lived
on both sides—you lived in the camp,
but you also lived in the city.”
Omar writes in her memoir that she
was reunited with her father in Utange
in 1992, after the flight that took her
from coastal southern Somalia into
Kenya. The camp was a place of extraordinary suffering: Omar watched
helplessly as a beloved aunt died of malaria. Her father submitted his family
to the U.N.’s refugee agency as resettlement candidates. After an interview
with U.N. staff, Omar and her immediate family “earned one of those golden
tickets to America,” she writes, with no
further explanation given—she doesn’t
say which family members secured the
“golden ticket,” or what made her family
an ideal resettlement case from the U.S.
government’s perspective, or how long
the process took between the initial application and the issuing of the family’s
refugee visas.
Omar visited Dadaab on that relief
mission in 2011, but she is a nonpresence in Utange. In late 2019, one of the
only surviving structures from the area’s six years as a refugee camp was a
peak-roofed, one-story building whose
bottom half was still painted in U.N.
powder blue. It was now an orphanage, where children played on a rusting
swingset and a broken-down Volkswagen Beetle.
Francis Kinyua, the orphanage director, pulled up a plastic chair and offered
to tell me “the history of this place” as
we sweltered under the high, swaying
tabletmag.com

“Modern-day
Dadaab is the
dark reverse
image of the
Somali American
experience—it’s
the fate from which
Somali arrivals in
America like Omar
were saved.”

palms. “Before the refugees, life was
almost sleeping. There were only trees,
no noise.” He breezily accused the refugees of smuggling weapons into the
camp but also said he admired his former neighbors. “The world is becoming a global village and economy, and
the Somalis knew that a long time ago
when everybody else was not aware.” He
claimed that refugees who had kept up
their foreign business contacts would
ship consumer electronics into Mombasa. “With the entry of Somalis, almost
every household owned a TV or radio,”
he claimed. The man had never heard of
Ilhan Omar.
Wherever they came from, making
it to the United States in the mid-’90s
was among the best possible outcomes
for a Somali refugee—America admitted 2,506 Somali refugees in 1995, the
year Omar writes that her family moved
to Virginia.
Typically, the U.N. provides countries
offering resettlement with the names of
potential candidates, a laborious and bureaucratic process that can sometimes
drag on for the better part of a decade.
But in the mid-’90s, the United States
often made slots available to accommodate former political or security partners or to reunite the families of people
who had already made it stateside.
American acceptance of displaced
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Somalis wasn’t strictly a humanitarian
enterprise. Superpowers operate at such
a vast scale that their failures often contain the germ of some future opportunity. American policymakers realized that
Somali refugees could be an exploitable
channel of communication and patronage moving from west to east, with Somalis in the United States acting as a
ready-made pathway into the anarchic
vacuum that contained Africa’s longest coastline, near one of the world’s
most important maritime chokepoints.
A safe, prosperous, and pro-American
Somali diaspora could become an asset
for U.S. defense and intelligence planners, a means of pursuing American security interests in a stateless void where
a half-dozen countries competed for
influence. The highest ranks of the Somali government are now stacked with
people who spent significant time in
the United States, including Mohamed
Abdullahi Farmaajo, the country’s president between early 2017 and this past
May, and a longtime Buffalo-area resident who holds American citizenship.
Omar has been notably guarded in explaining the circumstances of her family’s arrival in the United States. In October of 2018, months after winning the
Democratic congressional primary, she
showed Minneapolis Star-Tribune reporter Stephen Montemayor “cellphone
photos of documents from her family’s
U.S. entry in 1995 after fleeing Somalia’s civil war,” listing her father and six
other siblings as relatives. Montemayor
wrote that these documents were “refugee resettlement approval forms and
identification cards,” but also notes he
was given no opportunity to authenticate them or to probe them in depth.
In an email exchange with the Minneapolis lawyer and conservative writer
Scott Johnson, Montemayor wrote that
“Omar did not allow me to jot down
names or provide a copy of the images.”
Omar writes in her memoir that
she arrived in New York with her father, where she had a strongly negative
first impression of the United States as
grimy, graffiti-covered, and heartless.
She recalls her disgust at length: “To be
promised a utopia only to be brought
to a city or town that might have a little less trash and crime and a few more
9

buildings than where you came from
is disorienting and disappointing.” In
some ways America was even worse
than where she’d come from: “When
we lived in Somalia, in the big city, even
next to the major outdoor market, I never saw a person who slept on the street
while others just went about their day.
That concept did not exist in my country’s communal society.”
In her memoir, Omar doesn’t consider the possibility that her failure to
see or notice extreme poverty, which
certainly existed in Mogadishu even
before its descent into anarchy, was a
function of her young age or her privileged, cloistered upbringing, rather than
proof of the superior social solidarity,
compared to the United States, of a Somalia on the brink of three decades of
civil conflict. “In Kenya, we saw groups
of young men hanging out on the street
in dirty clothes,” she continues. “The
adults talked about how they were on
drugs, but they didn’t seem completely
dejected like the old woman I saw lying
across a New York City park bench with
only her shopping cart as protection.
The Kenyan street kids weren’t treated
like objects to be walked around and
ignored.” The favorable comparison of
Kenya to the United States is especially
attention-grabbing, given the East African nation’s long and arguably continuing history of official discrimination against both Somali refugees and
native-born Somalis.
Northern Virginia, the first place
Omar’s family settled, has had a small
Somali community since the early
1980s. During Barre’s time, Somali
elites who had a chance to get an education in the United States often chose to
come to Washington, D.C., home to the
country’s embassy. Several of Barre’s top
henchmen ended up living in the greater D.C. area after the war, including
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Hussein Kulmia and Ali Samatar, two
of Barre’s former vice presidents, the
latter of whom was considered among
the most brutal of the dictator’s deputies. Yusuf Ali Abi, an army colonel who
participated in the destruction of Hargeisa, had quietly lived in the area for 17
years until he was sued over alleged past
human rights abuses in 2019.
Most of the Somalis in the D.C. area
weren’t quite so prominent. “In that
time, 90% of them were cab drivers,”
explained one member of the northern
Virginia community whose father had
been a senior Barre-era security official. “Ambassadors ended up here. But
the who’s who went to Canada, Europe.
Washington’s very tough, man. In Washington you have to work.” One benefit
of America in the mid-’90s, though, was
that a single refugee could sponsor the
resettlement of numerous family members. Hundreds of people would arrive
in town and then leave for Minneapolis
within a few months. The source said
that Omar had family in the D.C. area
that included an older female relative
who had worked for the Somali Central
Bank under Barre; a Nairobi-based former senior politician in a post-civil war
Somali government recalled meeting
this Omar relative in northern Virginia
in the 2000s. Although Nur Said found
work in a local airport, the family’s
stay in northern Virginia was relatively
brief. Omar’s maternal grandfather had
already settled in Minneapolis, according to her memoir, although his path
from Kenya to the Midwestern city goes
largely unexplained.
For Somali refugees on either coast,
Minnesota was the real land of opportunity in the 1990s. Mohamed Amin
Ahmed, founder of Average Mohamed,
an anti-extremism nonprofit in the
Twin Cities, also made the journey
from Virginia to Minneapolis not long
after reaching the United States. He
said it was possible for a non-English
speaker who had arrived in the Twin
Cities in the morning to have a $16 per
hour job as a foundry worker by nightfall. For Somalis, the draw went far
beyond easy employment. As Ahmed
put it: “When I came from Virginia and
got off the plane a Somali guy helped
carry my baggage. The cab driver was
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Somali. The hotel check-in desk clerk
was Somali. The mosque was Somali.
I went to a Somali restaurant. That’s
how I knew it was home.”

T

oday, the Twin Cities
are the largest star on
the globe-spanning
map of the Somali diaspora—more politically
influential than London, richer than Toronto, arguably more
important than even Nairobi, despite
being a fraction of its size. In a world
made small by cheap air travel, modern
communications technology, and the often unforeseen complexities of American policy, an arcane social or political
dispute in a distant country can create
new and often vibrant subcultures in
places that have little to no previous
connection with those communities’
places of origin.
After the outbreak of the civil war,
Somalis considered America a better
destination than Europe; it was perceived as less racist and wasn’t seen as
incentivizing idleness the way European societies were believed to. That
perception endures among those who
remember the early years of resettlement. “Over there they don’t call you
immigrants, they call you foreigners,”
said Hashi Shafi, a community activist
in Minneapolis. “In the U.S., [refugees]
only got eight months of welfare. That
leads many Somalis to be hard workers.”
Somalis remained tightknit regardless of where they landed. “The social
fabric is very strong,” said Ahmed Asmali, a businessman and community
leader in Eastleigh, Nairobi’s rambunctious Somali downtown. “If someone
sends $100 to the Twin Towers,” he said,
naming a nearby apartment complex, “it
gets divided to 100 people.”
Because of the particularity of Somali
language and culture, the power of family and clan ties, and the still-reverberating shock of losing their homeland,
the diasporic centers don’t feel quite
as far apart as they are geographically.
They don’t feel all that far from Somalia either, even when Mogadishu is
half a planet away. Yussuf Hasan Abdi,
the member of parliament for Eastleigh, said that Nairobi has its specific
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hangouts for Somali political factions,
restaurants and hotel lobbies where
backers of a given party or political figure gather. This was characteristic of
other diasporic centers, including in the
United States. “It’s everywhere—even in
Minnesota and in London it’s exactly
mapped out,” Abdi told me when I met
him in Nairobi in 2019. “It’s a mirror of
the problems of Somalia.”
Prior to the 9/11 attacks, which forced
a political awakening among Muslim
Americans of all backgrounds, Somalis
in Minnesota had “a suitcase mentality,” Shafi said—an unspoken belief that
America was not their permanent home.
Even now, people from different regions
or clans have a tendency to stick to their
own centers of communal life in Minneapolis: The Ogaden have their mall near
Chicago Avenue and 24th Street; the
Hawiya have the larger Karmel Mall a
mile away, and the Majeerteen have the
massive Starbucks in Cedar-Riverside,
in addition to a mall of their own.
The Karmel Mall is a four-level behemoth owned by Basim Sabri, a Palestinian American developer and one
of Omar’s leading local supporters; on
a typical day its travel agencies, grocery stores, money transfer counters,
cafes, traditional medicine shops, and
mosques are a credible recreation of
places thousands of miles away. The
malls have few windows; only Somalis
tend to go to them.
The war lingers in the Somali diaspora, in ways that are often invisible.
Before he became an educator and author, Ahmed Yusuf was a social worker
who often assisted Somali refugees in
Minnesota, many of whom were still
coping with the trauma of the conflict.
He strongly suspects some of them had
committed atrocities back in Somalia.
“Did I see a single person who said
they’d killed anybody? No. ... Did I confront anybody myself? No.” Confrontation might not have been constructive
anyway. As Yusuf notes, “Everyone became a victim one time or the other, by
the end.” As a result, Somalis in Minnesota have “this kind of bipolar personality” of wanting to leave the past behind
but never quite allowing its wounds to
fully heal.
In London in 2019, Fatima Hagi, an

organizer of that year’s London Somali
Week, had similar reflections. I spoke
to her moments after the performance
of a play titled Home at that year’s
event, which explored the relationship
between three young, first-generation
Somali British women who are never
entirely at ease within their own families or society at large. “We have this
attitude of don’t worry about things,
be happy to be alive, be thankful,” said
Hagi. “We don’t take a moment to acknowledge the pain we all carry.”
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The Minnesota Somali community set
itself apart from the other centers of
diaspora life through its quick attainment of political influence. “What made
Somali Americans Somali Americans is
their involvement in politics,” said Ibrahim Hirsi, a Ph.D. candidate studying
immigration history at the University
of Minnesota. “What brought this community here is politics—in a way, broken politics.”
The initial political breakthrough
for the Minnesota Somali community
came in 2010 when Hussein Samatar
won a race for the Minneapolis school
board, becoming the city’s first Somali
elected official. Abdi Warsame’s election to the City Council in 2013 was an
even more vivid sign of the community’s growing power and the progress
it represented.
As religious and family-oriented
small business owners who had recently
toiled under a socialist dictator, Somalis
were a natural Republican constituency, at least on paper. In reality, outside
of Florida there are few urban minority communities of any racial or ethnic
background in the United States that
do not almost monolithically favor the
Democrats—the Republicans were irrelevant on a local scale in Minneapolis,
while the national party was seen, and is
still widely seen, as being an exclusively
white and Christian enterprise. The Somalis became a potential outlier within
the local Democratic Party coalition: A
community of Black, religiously conservative Muslim war refugees with their
own needs and values.
Somalis quickly became some of
the most enthusiastic Democrats in
Minnesota, in part because the local

party was structured toward distributing patronage—as all competent political operations are, in one way or another—and open to letting immigrants
rise through its ranks. Caucus sites
in Cedar-Riverside, the southeastern
Minneapolis neighborhood dominated
by a high-rise public housing complex
where many Somalis settled, went from
having a few dozen participants in the
early ’90s to several hundred 20 years
later. One of Omar’s first volunteer jobs
in politics involved getting Somalis to
the polls: In 2012, she became a leader
of the Somali caucus of the Minnesota
Democratic-Farm-Labor Party (DFL),
the state-level branch of the Democratic Party. AK Hassan, now a member
of the Minneapolis parks commission,
recalled that Omar “traveled across the
state educating people, engaging and
asking people to vote.”
She was already eyeing a career in
politics. In 2012, a community activist
named Habon Abdulle began leading
meetings of women interested in getting involved in the political process,
gatherings that Shafi says were held in
his offices. There were about a half-dozen frequent attendees, a small and serious group that included Omar, a recent
graduate of North Dakota State University who was then in her early 30s.
Almost a decade ago, in the very early days of Omar’s life as a public figure,
Minnesota Democratic Party and Somali community activist Mohamed Amin
Kahin remembers seeing her just about
everywhere. “There was not one event
in the Somali community she wouldn’t
attend. She was preparing herself,” recalls Kahin. “She was mingling, getting
to know people. She knows every person who holds some little power in the
community. She knew who supported
her, and who didn’t.”
At the same time, Omar got involved
in her local DFL chapter. After attending a caucus in 2012, she caught the
eye of a group of activists who sought
to replace the associate director of the
DFL’s 59th State Senate District. They
had no idea who Omar was, but in the
DFL that doesn’t always matter. Minnesota’s Democratic Party is a throwback
to a more participatory and less overtly
corrupt era of American democracy, and
11

it is not uncommon for total newcomers to rise quickly. “As far as I know she
didn’t even know what it meant to be
the associate chair of the district,” said
one of the activists who recruited Omar.
They later met with her to explain the
position and gauge her interest. “Literally around here nobody knew her
until we introduced her at the senate
district convention.”
The DFL work attracted the attention
of an aide for a 28-year-old City Council candidate named Andrew Johnson,
a systems engineer for Target. Running
as a progressive, he aimed to be the first
millennial elected to the council and
hired Omar as his campaign manager
in early 2013. Omar had worked as a
nutrition outreach coordinator for the
Minnesota Department of Education,
and her position as Johnson’s campaign
manager, in which she organized an
ambitious and inevitably victorious
door-knocking campaign, was Omar’s
first significant job in politics. She was
then hired as Johnson’s policy aide in
City Hall.
Omar wanted to be more than just a
City Council staffer. In her memoir, she
writes that she feared a “loss of autonomy involved in working for an elected official.” In reality she had little to
worry about. Johnson was aware that
Omar had been a player in local campaigns and expected she would continue
to be one even as a City Hall aide. “It’s
good to be aware of the complications
that can arise,” Johnson told me in late
2019. “But you know, she’s free.”

“The opportunity
to obtain U.S.
citizenship,
like any other
desperately scarce
resource, is a
constant object of
potential and very
often unpunished
fraud, including
among refugees.”

In 2016, Preya Samsundar, then a reporter for Alpha News and now a GOP communications staffer, found that Ahmed
Hirsi, the father of Omar’s children, had
listed an address on a 2009 business
application identical to one that Omar
and a man named Ahmed Nur Said Elmi
used on their marriage license three
months earlier. This suggests Ahmed
Hirsi had at one point lived or worked
out of an address that Omar shared with
a second person, Elmi, who at the time
was her legal husband. A marriage certificate that Samsundar obtained seems
to show that Elmi and Omar’s wedding
was conducted by a Protestant minister.
Hirsi had met Omar in the late 1990s,

when she was in her teens. In her memoir, Omar writes that she and Hirsi
applied for a marriage license in Minnesota’s Hennepin County in 2002 but
were never actually issued a marriage
certificate. As Omar later explained,
they had a traditional Islamic wedding
that year and then ended their marriage in 2008—“traditional” in this case
meaning a marriage with no legal registration or status. Omar and Hirsi had
a third child in 2012, when Omar was
still legally married to Elmi, whom she
did not legally divorce until 2017. Per
over a dozen public condolence notes
from members of the Twin Cities Somali communities culled by David Steinberg—several of them from prominent
supporters of Omar’s—Elmi is her late
father Nur Said’s last name.
The identical surnames could be
coincidental, but they also buffer the
once-widely circulated claim that Omar
married her brother, perhaps in order
to help him obtain a U.S. green card,
which would be a violation of U.S. immigration law. Still, enforcement of any
crime Omar might have committed in
marrying Elmi would be unfairly selective. The opportunity to obtain U.S.
citizenship, like any other desperately
scarce resource, is a constant object of
potential and very often unpunished
fraud, including among refugees: In
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2008, the United States halted a program aimed at reuniting the families of
East African refugees when DNA tests
revealed that a large percentage of the
new arrivals were not in fact related
to their supposed kin in America. In
any case, Hirsi and Omar legally married in 2018, shortly after she divorced
Elmi, then divorced in late 2019 amid
news that Omar was in a relationship
with Tim Mynett, the married head of
E Street Group, a political consulting
firm that received $2.9 million in disbursements from Omar’s 2020 congressional campaign, accounting for about
51% of her over $5.6 million in electoral
spending, according to records available
on the Federal Election Commission’s
website. Mynett is now Omar’s husband. (According to the FEC website,
the consultancy receiving the majority
of the outreach and advertising-related
spending for Omar’s 2022 campaign is
Authentic, a firm headed by Mike Nellis,
former senior adviser to the failed 2020
presidential campaign of Vice President
Kamala Harris.)
Through mid-2020 there was a notable pro-Hirsi segment in the Minnesota Somali American community that
credited Hirsi, Omar’s now ex-husband,
with her entire political career. This surprisingly common local sentiment is patronizing to Omar, but consistent with
a common view among Somalis in Minneapolis, London, and Kenya that Hirsi
had been a communal mover and shaker,
a wannabe political fixer, and someone
who aimed to be a figure of stature in
Somalia, whose politicians use Minneapolis as a funding pool much as Israeli
leaders use New York and Los Angeles.
Hirsi worked as an activist with Kajoog, a local Somali cultural and community services organization in Minneapolis, until an acrimonious split in
2014. Some view Hirsi as being generically pro-Somali, without any significant political or clan allegiances. For 11
years, Hirsi also worked as a bank teller with Wells Fargo, which was one of
several financial institutions operating
in the Minneapolis area that were effectively forced to stop transferring money to Somalia in the early 2010s amid
U.S. government concerns over terror
financing. By 2013, Somali Americans
12

were sending $208 million a year in
on-the-books remittances to Somalia;
without the Twin Cities banking system
being able to facilitate these transfers,
the area’s Somalis began sending cash
to the country in suitcases.
Hirsi’s activism often took him outside the Twin Cities. He traveled with
Kajoog to Kenya, met Somali President
Hassan Sheikh in D.C., and attended
a forum for the global Somali diaspora held in Istanbul in 2014, an event
co-sponsored by the Turkish government. As one of the city’s notable young
members of the Hawiya clan, Hirsi was
of potential use to politically active
clan members visiting the Twin Cities,
including then-Somali President Hassan
Sheikh, who reclaimed the presidency
in May of 2022. “When Hassan Sheikh
came, he contacted his tribe here,” said
one longtime Somali American political
activist in Minneapolis. “Hirsi was one
of the volunteers.” Under Hashi Shafi’s
guidance Hirsi worked on a committee
that welcomed Sheikh to Minneapolis
and arranged accommodations for the
president and his entourage. “Whenever
politicians come to Minnesota he’s always there,” Shafi explained of Hirsi in
late 2019.
Also involved in the Sheikh welcoming party was a bookish and sharply intelligent activist and Hennepin County
employee named Mohamed Keynan,
who was known both locally and among
clued-in Somali diasporans as an advocate for Puntland, one of the autonomous regions of Somalia that has been
locked in acrimony with the country’s
flailing central government, and a place
that became a focus of Pentagon efforts
in the Horn of Africa amid the rise of alShabab and other jihadist movements.
Keynan is married to Sahra Noor,
Omar’s older sister. Along with his father-in-law, Nur Said, Keynan was one
of the 35 initial signatories of a 2012
statement in favor of Jubaland’s autonomy. By 2015, he worked for President
Sheikh as a senior communications official. It is possible he first came to the
Somali government’s attention through
Talo iyo Tusaale, a Google Group, now
largely dormant, with over 1,000 members where Somalis from around the
world gathered to talk politics. The

Listserv was one of the Somali elite’s
known recruiting grounds for possible
political talent—the name roughly translates to “advice and example.” There are
other such channels for diasporans, especially in Minnesota. The Fagaaraha
Forum, which hosts discussions of Somali political affairs in the Twin Cities,
was founded by a future Somali labor
minister and is closely watched back in
East Africa. “People build popularity
through it,” one Nairobi-based Somali
source said of Fagaaraha. “It’s a gateway
into the politics.”
Omar was also active in the Somali
community in the early 2010s. One communal figure remembers seeing her in
attendance at a pro-Jubaland gathering
in 2011. A few months after our conversation in late 2019, the source got back
in touch with me to urge Tablet not to
name him. “Please do NOT use my name
at all since I do NOT need any trouble
from this group by my [children],” the
source texted.
Omar’s political career soon placed
her on one side of a Somali American
generational fault line. Somali-speaking
war refugee parents, often social and religious conservatives who see America
as their lifesaving shelter from a living
nightmare, raised liberal-minded, English-speaking children who are as dissatisfied and often as cynical about their
society as anyone else their age tends to
be in 21st-century America. Omar was
of this newer mentality, widely labeled
as “progressive.” The progressives emphasized Somali and Muslim identity in
a way that could take on the trappings
of a revived traditionalism: The only
image of Omar’s mother in Time for
Ilhan shows her without a headscarf;
her daughter, who grew up in a majority-Christian and majority-white society,
decided to begin wearing the hijab as a
marker and an assertion of identity in
places where she didn’t always feel welcome, as Omar explains in her memoir.
Omar’s experience as a war refugee also
seems to have fed her criticism of the
American society that sheltered her, relative levels of gratitude toward America
being another point of division between
middle-aged Somali Americans and
their kids.
In her memoir, Omar illustrates this
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generation gap by describing a long-running philosophical disagreement with
her father. “Whether I’d be able to wear
a hijab on the House floor was just the
latest iteration of a long debate between
us about the American system,” she said,
referring to the body’s 175-year-old rule
against head coverings, which was repealed after Omar’s election, thanks
largely to her own efforts. By Omar’s
account, her father was naive about
such an obviously heartless country’s
potential for gradual self-correction.
“Aabe believes things ultimately work
out for everyone who wants them to. I
thought that was naive from the minute
I arrived in this country and saw homeless people on the ride into Manhattan
from the airport.”
In 2014, Mohamud Noor, a fellow
progressive, decided to run against
state Rep. Phyllis Kahn, then a 21-term
incumbent. If Noor defeated Kahn, he
would become the first Somali American state lawmaker in American history.
But the race would prove divisive within the Somali community, where Noor’s
progressivism wasn’t an automatic sell.
More importantly, Kahn had the staunch
backing of City Councilman Abdi Warsame, the community’s biggest political
star and a relative moderate widely supported among older voters and business
owners. A brawl allegedly broke out at a
Feb. 4, 2014 caucus in Cedar-Riverside
that Omar attended—police were called
to the scene, although a detailed account
from MinnPost said that no arrests were
made. Omar claimed she was attacked
and suffered a concussion, allegations
that she repeats in her book. She also accused Warsame of threatening her with
physical violence during a pre-caucus
phone call with Johnson, a claim that
led to an inconclusive internal investigation at City Hall. (St. Paul Police were
later called in to investigate the caucus
incident out of concern the case was too
political for Minneapolis law enforcement to handle. No charges were ever
filed.) Omar explained her role at the
caucus as “neutral”; even so, she went
on to become an adviser to Noor later in
the race. (Warsame, meanwhile, is out of
electoral politics for the time being—he
was appointed head of the Minneapolis
Public Housing Authority in 2020.)
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The other notable Omar-related public blowup of that 2014 race, which
Noor lost, involved a naked appeal to
Somali ethnic identity. On June 27,
2014, at an absentee voting site at Minneapolis City Hall, multiple Somali
speakers overheard an election judge
asking voters in Somali whether they
were there to cast their ballot for “the
Somali brother,” i.e., Noor, or “the old
Jewish lady,” Phyllis Kahn.
According to affidavits submitted to
the Minnesota state Supreme Court,
Omar, who was then one of Noor’s top
advisers, had been on the scene conferring with the election judge in question.
“I also observed Ms. Yusuf communicating with Ilhan Omar,” Mohamed Jama, a
Kahn backer who was acting as an interpreter for elderly Somali voters, stated
for the court. “Ilhan Omar is a supporter of Mohamud Noor. Omar was also
bringing people to vote at City Hall like
me. I saw Omar shouting instructions
to Ms. Yusuf while Yusuf was assisting
people in voting.” Michael Molzahn,
another Kahn supporter, said in his affidavit that Omar repeatedly attempted to prevent Jama from serving as an
interpreter for one particular voter,
who eventually left the polling area in
frustration. “Omar did more than stand
and loiter; she was allowed to interject
herself twice into conversation with
the elderly man while standing in the
balloting area without assisting voters,”
Molzahn’s affidavit reads. “Omar was
interacting with the voter despite no
apparent request of the voter to have
her assist him.”
Kahn’s campaign petitioned to get the
election judge removed, although she
was reassigned before the case reached
the court. The court rejected the city of
Minneapolis’ argument that it had no
jurisdiction over deciding local election
personnel, a ruling that essentially settled the matter in Kahn’s favor.
None of this—the alleged attack,
Omar’s participation in the losing campaign of Noor, a soon-to-be rival of
hers, the dramas at City Hall and the
state Supreme Court—made it into Time
for Ilhan, or into profiles of Omar published in Minneapolis’ City Pages, The
Washington Post, or even The New York
Times. The state Supreme Court case

goes totally unmentioned in her memoir. Coverage of Omar’s early career
tends to elide an important reality: She
was an elbow-throwing political survivor before she ever ran for office herself.
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Video of the November 2015 kickoff of
Omar’s campaign against Phyllis Kahn
for the state House of Representatives
shows a half-empty room in Cedar-Riverside and an audience that was almost
entirely Somali. Omar’s political gifts
were on display in her launch speech,
among them her talent for speaking dividing lines into being. “She is a great
liberal,” Omar said of the incumbent
Kahn, a cuttingly spare compliment.
“Do any of you know what the definition of a liberal is? Being a liberal to
me is being open to new ideas. But do
you know what the definition of being
progressive is? It’s acting on those new
ideas. Isn’t that what we all want? Isn’t
that what we all need? I want progress.
I’m progressive.”
The speeches that followed hinted at
the two forces that made Omar’s early
political career possible, namely the Somali community and progressive organizing. Habon Abdulle spoke in Somali
for about 10 minutes. Abdulle would become more than just a mentor: On the
2018 form 990 for Abdulle’s organization Women Organizing Women, Omar
was listed as receiving $9,300 as the
group’s director of policy; Abdulle was
Omar’s guest for the 2019 State of the
Union. Then Joelle Stangler, a University of Minnesota senior and president
of the student body, spoke in English.
Stangler said she had herself considered running against Kahn, until a dazzling yet brief interaction with Omar
changed her mind. In the speech, Stangler recalled that immediately after that
fateful meeting, she told her roommate,
“not only do I not want to run, I want to
be 100% full force behind Ilhan.”
Although Stangler was never officially
in charge of Omar’s 2016 campaign, numerous sources, including Phyllis Kahn,
identified her as Omar’s most important aide during the race. Stangler was
someone “with a really strong analysis
of field stuff,” as one Democratic Party
source recalled. She became Minnesota
field director for Bernie Sanders’ 2020

presidential campaign, and also worked
as a political director for Take Action,
an activist group that organizes on behalf of progressive candidates in the
Twin Cities. During Omar’s first race,
the then-22-year-old helped mobilize
support on the University of Minnesota campus, finding decisive votes for a
primary held in August, when class was
out of session.
The 2016 race pitting Omar against
Noor and Kahn was a clash between the
Democratic Party’s past and one of its
possible futures. Kahn, the incumbent,
was a very liberal 79-year-old Yale biophysics Ph.D. who had been a women’s
rights activist in the ’70s, spearheaded
the country’s first indoor smoking ban,
and taken up causes like lowering the
voting age and legalizing industrial
hemp production. She was a pugnacious Brooklyn-born Jew running on
decades of achievement; the challenger, a young African-born Muslim in her
first run for elected office. “Do you want
an established legislator or do you want
a symbol? The answer was, we want a
symbol,” said the vanquished candidate, Phyllis Kahn, summarizing their
matchup in an interview with Tablet in
the winter of 2019. Kahn remembered it
being a fairly respectful contest.
Time for Ilhan undermines such an
assessment. In one scene, Omar reports
the latest of Kahn’s attacks on her with
almost giddy disbelief. “Phyllis said my
scarves have gotten silkier, my jeans
have gotten tighter and my skin has gotten lighter,” Omar announces. Cutaway
shots to her young staff reveal looks
of horror and confusion. The only evidence Kahn ever said this is the film
itself. When reached for comment in
January of 2020, the former lawmaker
denied ever making this statement, and
said she was not aware that the allegation appeared in the film until I brought
it to her attention. “I definitely did not
say it,” said Kahn. “It’s not the kind of
thing I would say.” This alleged bigoted
slander from a powerful elected official
and electoral opponent does not appear
in Omar’s autobiography.
While Kahn and Omar occasionally clashed, as during a short debate on
Minnesota Public Radio, in her memoir
Omar reserves her sharpest acrimony
14

A SCRIBBLER’S
PARADISE

for Noor, who abruptly shifts from being a progressive standard bearer to a
stand-in for a shadowy “Somali establishment.” In the book, Omar’s most
formidable enemy isn’t the pro-Israel
lobby, Nancy Pelosi, or even Donald
Trump. Instead, it’s a nexus of local Somali power brokers, old men who are
described as if they’re a roundtable of
Mafia dons. She writes that a group of
“elders of the Somali community,” who
all supported Noor, tried to intimidate
her father into getting her to drop out of
the 2016 race. The men explained that
“they planned to use all their resources
to fight me if I insisted on continuing
to run. My father should also not consider returning to complain later when
I was shunned. ‘This is your warning,’
the elder said. ‘There will be no other.’
... The elders kept their word and a terrible smear campaign spread through the
Somali community.”
In Omar’s telling, Minneapolis’ Somali Americans were easily manipulated by this gang of graying overlords.
“The idea that I’m a Qatari plant in the
government is way less creepy than the
Somali videos where I’m talking but instead of my voice, devilish male tones
come out of my mouth,” she writes. She
reports that Somalis spread rumors
about a secret lesbian relationship and
claimed that Omar’s children were not
her own. Omar believes that the controversy over her alleged multiple marriages began as part of this gangsterish plot,
and thus originated within her own

community. “This was what the Somali
establishment—who had been against
my election—counted on: that the level
of obsession and panic in the community would be too much for my family.”
There is something self-aggrandizing
about her emphasis on Somali American
perfidy, as if it is her repeated elections
and her shining moral example that vindicate her community’s progressivism
and rescue it from its most reactionary
elements. Omar’s attempts to distance
herself from her community’s allegedly malign mainstream are not entirely
credible, though, since her husband and
brother-in-law were fairly high-level
participants in Somali life in the Twin
Cities and beyond.
DFL primaries are a three-round obstacle course consisting of caucuses that
select delegates for an endorsement convention where a candidate must reach a
60% threshold to earn the DFL’s stamp
of approval before the actual primary
vote. Omar was under the impression
Noor had promised his supporters to
her in the event of a hung endorsement
convention in which Omar held the
lead but failed to reach 60% support. In
Time for Ilhan, Omar berates him in Somali before the final vote: “If you want
to unite the Somali community, today
is the day,” the subtitles read. The convention ended with no endorsement. It
was the last electoral setback Omar has
ever faced.
On Aug. 10, 2016, Omar won the primary with 41% of the vote. She likely
did not get a majority of Somali support, which was divided among the
three candidates. In races with multiple
Somali contenders, support can sometimes break along clan lines: The Darod,
who were systematically persecuted in
the early years of the civil war, form a
large share of the Twin Cities community and could have been expected to
vote for her, while Omar’s marriage to
Hirsi, a Hawiya, made it possible to mobilize support from another important
wing of the area’s Somali population. At
Omar’s victory celebration, captured in
Time for Ilhan, one supporter prominently displayed the flag of Ogaden, the
Somali-majority region of Ethiopia that
is home to a branch of the Darod clan.
But it was young white progressives,
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I upcycled my days in search
of a scribbler’s paradise
only to realize I’d been turned
into a 4th grade sonnet
before my very eyes
were red, and now, here I was
the prized voice of a nation
that had run out of gas
—Zohar Atkins

rather than bloc voting among Somalis,
that pushed her to victory.
According to her memoir, the Somali community, as personified in her
former ally Noor, stood against her at
every turn. Some of the book’s most
gleeful score-settling involves Noor
and his supporters. Noor was elected
to Omar’s former state legislature seat
in 2018, but in Omar’s telling this win
only made permanent the humiliation
she had meted out to him two years earlier. “That moment, as I suspected at the
time it would be, was his undoing,” she
wrote of her confrontation with Noor
at the 2016 party convention, when he
refused to drop out of the race despite
failing to secure the party’s endorsement. “Nothing could erase that image,
even two years later, as Noor ran for my
seat when I was running for Congress.
The gender-based attacks he had deployed against me were turned on him
as Somalis openly mocked him about
that day. ‘You were so afraid that a girl
would beat you.’ ‘I’m so glad she finally gave you the seat that you cried for,
for years.’”
Omar would be no ordinary state
lawmaker, just as she had been no ordinary City Hall staffer. In August of
2017 she was on the cover of Time magazine, which declared her to be part of a
group of “women who are changing the
world.” She had already made her first
Daily Show appearance that July.
Given the sharply critical treatment
of the Twin Cities Somali American
community in her memoir, it is perhaps
unsurprising that Omar soon invested
what little political capital she had in
trying to prevent state funds from flowing to a coalition of local Somali organizations. In 2017, Omar introduced a
bill that effectively opposed a package
for Somali cultural and arts funding
that had been making its way through
the Republican-controlled House and
Senate—her alternative measure would
only have funded the Somali American Museum in Minneapolis. Omar
refused to work toward a compromise;
instead she had an allied member of the
state Senate shift half of the bill’s total
funding to the museum. She remained
intransigent to the end, opposing all
nonmuseum funding even when the
15

bill passed both houses and made it to
conference committee, one of the final
steps of the legislative process. “We told
the committee chair: This is something
the Somali community wants, rather
than what representative Omar wants,”
recalled Shep Harris in the summer of
2020, a lobbyist who worked on behalf
of a coalition of Somali communal organizations to advocate for the larger
funding bill, and who is now the Democratic mayor of Golden Valley, a suburb
of Minneapolis.
To an outside observer, it would seem
petty, irrational, or even self-destructive
to hold up needed funds earmarked for
one’s own community. But Ilhan Omar
knew better than her doubters: At that
embryonic point in her legislative career, the political benefit of a petty and
inexplicable act of obstructionism outweighed its costs. It showed a comfort
with standing alone, a core unpredictability—and, given her husband Ahmed
Hirsi’s tumultuous history with Kajoog,
which was slated to receive funding
from the original bill, a possible willingness to act on personal and political grudges.
During her sole term in St. Paul,
Omar would become notable for things
she did far away from Minnesota. In late
2016, shortly before taking office, she
traveled to Somalia with Ahmed Hirsi
and met with president Hassan Sheikh.
That February, Omar and Hirsi were
keynote speakers at a rally celebrating
the Somali parliament and senate’s selection of a former New York State bureaucrat named Mohamed Abdullahi
Mohamed, nicknamed Farmaajo, as the
country’s president. Shortly after that,
in early March of 2017, Omar’s brotherin-law Mohammed Keynan was named
as permanent secretary to Hassan Ali
Khayre, a former official with the Norwegian Refugee Council who Farmaajo
appointed as his prime minister.
Even as a Minnesota state representative Omar had close connections at the
highest levels of Somalia’s political system. But she boasted even more impressive contacts. Omar had a closed-door
meeting with the autocratic Turkish
leader Recep Tayyip Erdogan in New
York in the fall of 2017, long before she
was in Congress.
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“But Omar knew
better than her
doubters: At that
embryonic point
in her legislative
career, the
political benefit
of a petty and
inexplicable act
of obstructionism
outweighed its
costs.”
The Turkish government was then,
and still is, one of the major political
and economic players in Somalia. The
sitdown likely came as a result of Omar
and Ahmed Hirsi’s work with Hashi
Shafi, who helped organize a yearly delegation of Somali Americans to support
Erdogan’s annual trip to the opening of
the U.N. General Assembly. While Shafi
was not on that specific mission, he explained, when I met him in Minneapolis in late 2019, that Erdogan’s people
would reach out to him to bring together a small group of Somali Americans to
travel to the General Assembly kickoff
each year. “Somalis, wherever we are,
we have a very respectful relationship
with the Turkish community,” said Shafi in late 2019. “They did something no
country had ever done for us before.
They brought the hope of Somalia back
that had been forgotten for a long time.”
Shafi was one of the leaders of the
Turkish Somali American Friendship
Association, whose Facebook page depicted a group of Somali students visiting with Umat Acar, then Turkey’s consul general in Chicago, before leaving
on a trip to Istanbul. Acar also spoke at
the 2017 Somali festival in Minneapolis,
another event documented on TSAFA’s
Facebook page.
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Acar had once served as chief of
staff to Ahmet Davutoglu, Turkey’s
once-powerful foreign minister and
architect of the country’s failed “Zero
Problems” foreign policy. When Davutoglu fell out of favor, Acar shrewdly positioned himself as an attack dog against
the Midwest’s Greek and Armenian
communities. He also targeted the area’s
numerous followers of the Turkish cleric Fethullah Gulen, Erdogan’s archrival.
The consul general urged local members of Congress not to recognize the
1915 slaughter of the Ottoman Empire’s
Armenians as a genocide, tried to get a
local restaurateur deported to Turkey
over his alleged past life as a Kurdish
terrorist, tweeted intemperately about
the violent history between Greeks and
Turks, and issued an intentionally misleading doctored video in which Steven
Cook, a fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, appeared to mock Turks
killed during the country’s 2016 coup
attempt. “He crossed some lines that
you just never saw crossed, especially
by Turkish diplomats—they historically
have been good diplomats. Now they’re
all Erdogan loyalists,” recalled Endy
Zemenides, executive director of the
Hellenic American Leadership Council.
Zemenides said Acar left town in early
2019, not long after Zemenides and other Chicago-based activists opened “discussions with Illinois authorities, the
State Department, and Congress about
making him persona non grata for inciting violence against American citizens.”
Part of Acar’s job was fostering support among newer, smaller, or generally
overlooked groups of Muslims in the
Midwest. That included the Minneapolis Somali American community, which
Erdogan rightly saw as a potential
American base of support. Omar and
Ahmed Hirsi met with Acar at his office
in Chicago in June of 2017. The meeting between Erdogan and Omar that fall
made perfect sense for Erdogan, Acar’s
autocratic boss. Omar was the most famous Somali American in the country,
as well as someone close with pro-Turkey figures in her own community.
Turkey isn’t the only foreign player
in Somalia. Ethiopia and Kenya both
have legions of ground troops in the
country, whose central government
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doesn’t control much of anything outside of Mogadishu. Qatar, a close Turkish ally, has issued cash disbursements
to Somali political figures through
Fahad Yasin—Somalia’s young intelligence-chief-turned-presidential-national-security-adviser and a former Al
Jazeera employee—at least until a recent downturn in his political fortunes.
The UAE is building a port and possible
military installation in Berbera, in the
separatist region of Somaliland.
Later, during her congressional career, Omar would continue to operate as
a self-appointed diplomat who appeared
to be stepping into contentious foreign
disputes on her own initiative—in April
of 2022, Omar infuriated diplomats
from India, a U.S. ally, when she visited
a part of Pakistani-controlled Kashmir
that India considers to be under foreign
military occupation. The visit came just
days after a vote of no-confidence had
ousted Pakistani Prime Minister Imran
Khan, making it seem like Omar was
conveying her, and possibly America’s,
approval of the country’s new leadership. Omar’s involvement in Somali
politics during her term in the state
legislature was crucial practice for her
later international freelancing. Omar
could have appeared to be lending her
ever-increasing gravitas to one side of
any number of volatile Somali political
debates. Sheikh, Farmaajo, Acar, and
even Erdogan might all have wanted
to use Omar, already a history-maker
and a Time cover subject, to prove they
had support in Minneapolis, a capital
of the Somali diaspora. “That’s how
Somali politics works,” the King’s College London professor Mohamed Ingiriis said. “No one can come to you in
a charitable way. It’s a marketplace—a
violent marketplace.”
Even in her first year in elected office,
there were hints that Omar’s fastidiousness hadn’t kept pace with her fame. In
2018, Steve Drazkowski, a Republican
member of the state House of Representatives, accused Omar of a number of
campaign finance improprieties, including the use of campaign funds to pay for
out-of-state travel, as well as to cover
costs related to her divorce from Elmi.
The Minnesota Campaign Finance

Board found the claims credible enough
to warrant an investigation.
The conservative blogger and Minneapolis lawyer Scott Johnson has
reviewed the case in detail, as has the
reporter David Steinberg. For possible
reasons ranging from innocent carelessness to the deliberate concealment of her
actual marital status, Omar filed a joint
tax return with Hirsi in 2014 and 2015,
according to testimony the board collected in the course of its investigation.
Couples may file a joint return, which
entails various benefits and deductions,
only if the state they live in recognizes them as legally married. At the time,
Omar was legally married to Elmi, not
Hirsi. The investigation ended with the
board ordering Omar to pay $3,500 to
her campaign committee along with a
$500 civil penalty, an episode that goes
unmentioned in Omar’s book.
Omar’s memoir, which claims that
the story about her marriage to Elmi
first surfaced on a Somali community
website, largely treats the scandal as a
continuation of the Mafia-like Somali
establishment’s plot against her. The
story broke not long after Omar’s primary victory in 2016. In Time for Ilhan, the documentary team had its access pulled for two entire weeks while
Omar’s crisis managers, which included
some of the state’s top DFL-affiliated
political consultants, sought to present the entire subject as an attack on
her Somali and Muslim identity. If the
filmmakers lodged any objection to
this abrupt suspension of their privileges during perhaps the most interesting episode of Omar’s political career
up to that point, they do not appear in
the movie.
Today, the marriage to Elmi is interesting for how little it ended up
mattering to Omar’s political future.
After Omar weathered the initial wave
of controversy, voters simply ceased to
care about the matter—the marriages
and the campaign improprieties were
quickly priced into the public’s perception of Omar, who was too charismatic,
too divisive, and now too significant
of a figure to be felled by anything so
ambiguous as the differing treatment
of cultural and legal marriage among
Somali Americans, or so trifling as a
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small state-ordered reimbursement to
her campaign committee.
Omar avoided any further controversy thanks to a masterstroke on the
part of her strategist and PR-stacked
crisis management team, which got the
region’s top prosecutor to appear to instantly exonerate her of any wrongdoing. On Aug. 22, 2016, Andrew Luger,
then the federal prosecutor for the Twin
Cities area, sent a letter to Omar’s campaign confirming that his office was
not investigating the presumptive state
representative for any alleged crime. In
June of 2019, Johnson emailed Luger,
who had since moved on to private practice. “I wonder whether you actually reviewed any documents before sending
out your August 22, 2016 letter ... I also
wonder if you ever sent out another
such letter announcing that anyone was
not under investigation by the Minnesota U.S. Attorney’s Office,” Johnson
wondered. Luger responded, “Thanks.
I will pass on this.” Luger declined to
comment on Omar or the letter when
reached by email.
By the summer of 2018, Omar had
made herself someone of more than
just local importance. Her family was
influential on two continents. Her sister Sahra Noor had moved to Nairobi,
abruptly leaving her career as the leader
of a Minneapolis health nonprofit and
founding a one-woman consulting firm
in the Kenyan capital, a 90-minute flight
from her husband’s work in Mogadishu.
That October, Noor tweeted a picture
of herself in Garowe, the administrative
capital of Puntland, standing alongside
the autonomous region’s minister of international relations.
In June of 2019, David Steinberg
plumbed the source code of the website
for Noor’s consulting business and found
evidence that a user named Ahmed
Elmi, the name of Omar’s former husband, had been logged into his personal
Instagram account while setting up a
link to the new company’s Instagram.
“There is no reasonable explanation for
this code to exist besides Elmi working
for Noor,” Steinberg concluded. Omar
had stated in her 2017 divorce filing
that she had not been in contact with
Elmi since 2011 and did not know his
17
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whereabouts, which is difficult to square
with him possibly working for Omar’s
sister over the summer of 2018. But
again, these familial entanglements are
now only interesting as an example of
the types of things that Omar, through
force of personality and sheer political
skill, was able to render irrelevant.
For her next act, Omar rode a rising
tide that remade both the Democratic
Party and the national political landscape: A millennial leftism whose avatars are often frustrated recent college
graduates who dream of dislodging a
corrupted and unprincipled Democratic
Party establishment. A younger generation of activists and politicians, while
still representing only a sliver of Democrats in elected office, have indeed taken
the party further left on immigration,
abortion, Israel policy, student loan forgiveness, and a host of other issues. As
Omar’s victory over Kahn showed, this
process was well underway in Minneapolis before Gov. Mark Dayton decided
he wouldn’t run for a third term, leading

to Attorney General Lori Swanson’s
decision to run for governor, which
cleared the way for Congressman Keith
Ellison to run for Swanson’s soon-to-beformer job.
Omar declared her candidacy for Ellison’s suddenly empty seat in early June
of 2018. The primary election was nine
weeks away. In private, she had already
been musing about a future congressional run as early as the spring of 2017.
Omar’s opponents included Margaret
Anderson Kelliher, former speaker of
the Minnesota House, and Patricia Torres Ray, the first Latina to serve in the
Minnesota state Senate. Omar still won
the immediate endorsements of Dayton
and of Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey.
In a characteristic reversal, Omar would
be harshly critical of Frey in the aftermath of the 2020 George Floyd protests.
Omar was a sound bet from the beginning, regardless of how qualified the
rest of the field might have been. Her
allies included Brandon Schorsch, who
was head of the DFL 5th Congressional
District’s executive committee, itself
filled with young progressives supportive of Omar. Schorsch had been a staffer
for the campaign of progressive Minneapolis mayoral candidate Raymond
Dehn, who had received a surprising
43% of the primary vote with Joelle
Stangler as his campaign manager.
The DFL district scheduled its endorsement convention for Father’s Day
weekend, a mere 12 days after the seat
opened and 10 days after the convention
was called. Endorsees have access to the
DFL’s resources and voter information
during the primary. The weekend convention called by Omar supporters was
considered so overdetermined that few
candidates even bothered to contest it.
“I wouldn’t say it was rigged exactly, but
it was set up in a way to almost ensure
her endorsement,” one party activist
told me in late 2019.
Stangler returned as Omar’s campaign
manager. The candidate could prove
oddly oblivious to the requirements of
campaigning, though: She was the only
one of the major contenders to skip a
“meet the candidates” forum that the organization Black Women Rising hosted.
The only forum of the race that every
leading candidate attended took place
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at the Beth El Synagogue, a large Conservative movement congregation in St.
Louis Park on Aug. 6, 2018. As a member
of the state legislature, Omar had been
one of 28 members of the House who
voted against the state’s anti-BDS law
in 2017. In one of her first floor speeches
as a lawmaker, Omar laid out many of
the themes of her later career, and of the
near future of American politics, while
opposing the bill. She opened by using
the ongoing moral scandal of American
racism, and her own constant ill treatment in the United States, to frame the
debate over BDS. “I think I know a little
bit about discrimination—I face it every single day. I carry multiple identities that are constantly, constantly being
discriminated against,” she said before
analogizing BDS of Israel to the boycott
of apartheid South Africa and sharing
her belief that “you never get to having
peace without justice.”
A different Omar from the one who
defended BDS on the statehouse floor,
one who had been in contact with J
Street activists and center-left, Democratic-voting Israel supporters in the
Twin Cities area, showed up to the Beth
El event. She assured voters that she was
not a supporter of BDS, which was no
longer presented as a cousin of the anti-apartheid struggle. “In order for us to
have a process of getting to a two-state
solution, people have to be willing to
come to the table and have a conversation about how that is going to be possible and I think that stops the dialogue,”
Omar now contended. “I believe right
now with the BDS movement, it’s not
helpful in getting that two-state solution.” The Minneapolis attorney Bruce
Goldstein allowed Omar to use his offices for a fundraiser, where the lawyer
and the candidate “talked about how
the stories of immigration of Jews and
Somalis were so alike ... She said all the
right things.” Omar waltzed to victory.
When Anderson Kelliher called to concede on election night, Omar was less
than gracious, according to two Minnesota Democratic Party sources: “The
message was, you get what you organize
for. It was a verbal slap across the face,”
one said, summarizing the conversation. (Goldstein, meanwhile, would later rent out space in his office to Antone
18

Melton-Meaux, Omar’s primary challenger in 2020.)
One of Omar’s first interviews as congresswoman-elect that November was
with a website called Muslim Girl. Her
statement on BDS at the forum turned
out to have been a calculated sidestep
or worse. As her campaign told the
website, “Ilhan believes in and supports
the BDS movement, and has fought to
make sure people’s right to support it
isn’t criminalized.”
Jewish leaders in Minneapolis soon realized Omar would present a challenge
different than the one her predecessor,
Keith Ellison, had posed. Elected in
2006, Ellison had been the first Muslim
member of Congress in American history. Though he had volunteered on behalf
of the Nation of Islam in law school, Ellison came from an earlier, more pragmatic progressive tradition than Omar
and other more youthful Democratic
Party firebrands. “The 2018 election
was a complete change in what’s possible,” said Jaylani Hussein, the Minnesota director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), said when
asked to compare the two lawmakers.
Ellison had a “key contact” in the
American Israel Public Affairs Commitee’s system for reaching members of
Congress, which depends on a specific
AIPAC activist being able to personally speak with their congressional representative within 24 hours. That key
contact was Avi Olitzky, then the energetic young JTS-ordained rabbi at Beth
El. “When I reached out initially we
barely got a meeting,” he recalled when
we met in late 2019. “The next year, it
was with a staffer in a hallway. The next
year, it was with a staffer in an office.
The next year, it was 30 minutes with
Congressman Ellison. The next year, it
was 90 minutes. And it was a meeting
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we looked forward to ... he didn’t talk
out of both sides of his mouth,” the rabbi recalled.
Olitzky met with Omar at Beth El
in January of 2019, shortly before she
took office. Omar did not attempt to
hide her actual views, as she had at the
forum four months earlier. When we
met 10 months later, the rabbi recalled
“a really interesting conversation with
Ilhan Omar that covered two states,
foreign aid, peace, demilitarized Palestinian state, negotiations, and anti-BDS. She had two comments where
I knew it would be difficult. First, she
said Israel is surrounded by wolves, but
Israel is a lion. And that’s a different
construct than Congressman Ellison
ever seemed to me to have. Second, she
said: I believe in justice and justice is
equality ... what one side gets the other side gets.” Olitzky explained that
such an approach would upend a major
premise of the Israeli-Palestinian peace
process, which takes Israel’s existence
as one of its starting points. “She says,
Israel wouldn’t get a state until the Palestinians get a state. I said to Representative Omar: ‘You don’t understand, you
just made a radical statement.’ ... Her
response was, so be it.” (Olitzky left
Beth El in early 2022 to start a consulting firm.)
Omar would not motion toward
greater moderation or open-mindedness
in order to maintain friendly links with
establishment institutions, even if only
out of consideration for the 40,000-odd
Jews in her district. Before her election
to Congress, Omar had met state Sen.
Ron Latz at his home to discuss her
approach to Jewish and Israel-related
topics. Latz, who had defended Ellison
against accusations of antisemitism,
was wary of a 2012 tweet in which
Omar had accused Israel of “hypnotizing the world.” As he later told the Twin
Cities Pioneer Press, “Most of us came
out of that conversation very troubled
by the answers we received. I was not
convinced she was going to give a balanced approach to policy in the Middle
East, and I was not convinced … where
her heart is on these things.” Local rabbis could not get Congresswoman-elect
Omar to return their calls in the month
before her swearing-in.
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A pattern soon emerged when she
began her term in Washington: Omar
would make some controversial or insensitive statement about Israel. Then,
Jewish leaders from across the communal spectrum would meet with Omar
in an attempt to educate her about why
her statement had been unconstructive
or worse. Then, a few weeks later, she
would say something else and the cycle
would repeat.
First there was the “Benjamins” tweet
in February of 2019, in which Omar,
now a member of the Foreign Affairs
Committee in a Democratic-controlled
House, seemed to suggest that AIPAC
had purchased the loyalty of both her
Democratic and Republican congressional colleagues. The tweet led to a
meeting at local Jewish Community
Relations Council leader Steve Hunegs’
office in which he tried to explain the
reasons for American support for Israel.
“I said, Representative Omar, the depth
of support for the American-Israel relationship flows from our patriotism,” he
recalled in late 2019. He showed her a
picture he kept in his office of a cousin
who had been killed in combat in World
War II in Europe, proof of the Jewish
commitment to America. “Not 10 days
later she’s at the bookstore in Washington talking about dual loyalty.”
During an appearance at the Busboys
and Poets restaurant and bookstore in
Washington in February of 2019, Omar
announced, “I want to talk about the political influence in this country that says
it is OK for people to push for allegiance
to a foreign country,” a formulation that
bigots could easily have applied to her
own ties to Somalia. Those comments
precipitated Omar’s showdown with
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi over an
antisemitism resolution that Omar opposed, on the grounds that other categories of hatred were not also included.
The two lawmakers would bury their
emerging rivalry—at least in public—
and travel on a congressional delegation
to Africa that summer.
In early March 2019, with her Israel
controversies still fresh, Omar participated in a congressional trip to Eritrea, home to a regime with a North
Korea-like human rights record. She
issued a single tweet about the visit,
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which mentioned nothing about the
abuses of the government whose officials she would soon be dignifying
through her presence: “I am in the
Horn of Africa this weekend, proud to
see peace prosper here and to be part
of the first American delegation to Eritrea in decades is one I am grateful for. I
fight [for] peace and justice because only
those who experience the pain of war,
know the joy of peace.” As if to draw a
deliberate contrast to her treatment of
the two countries, the tweet came near
the end of a long thread in which Omar
defended her rhetoric on Israel, recapitulating much of the language she had
used at Busboys and Poets. “I should not
be expected to have allegiance/pledge
support to a foreign country in order to
serve my country in Congress or serve
on committee,” she wrote, as if such a
thing had ever been asked of her, adding,
“I am told everyday that I am anti-American if I am not pro-Israel. I find that to
be problematic and I am not alone ... I
know what it means to be American and
no one will ever tell me otherwise.”
Then there was a planned summer
2019 trip to Israel and the West Bank,
for which Omar solicited local Jewish
organizations for advice on a possible itinerary for her delegation, which
would have included pro-BDS Michigan Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib and
whose schedule listed meetings with
Miftah, a West Bank pro-BDS group
that had spread blood libels and praised
suicide bombers. In any case, the trip
never happened, and Israel’s decision
to not issue visas to the lawmakers—
possibly in compliance with tweets
from then-President Donald Trump
asking for them to be barred from the
country—drew opposition from the
local JCRC and Rabbi Olitzky. Then,
in August, Omar tweeted a cartoon by
Carlos Latuff, the second-place finisher
in the Iranian government’s notorious
2006 contest for satirical art about the
Holocaust. By the time Omar wrote a
December 2019 tweet storm explaining
her decision to vote against a resolution
in support of the two-state solution
that she herself had co-sponsored, the
Twin Cities’ organized Jewish community had mostly grown tired of dealing
with her. The area’s Jewish leadership
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“‘There’s this
unfortunate
pattern of adding
combustion to
difficult situations
instead of building
consensus.’”

has realized they have no real ability to
change her mind or her behavior. “It’s
our impression that the picture unfortunately has become clearer: Antagonizing the Jewish community seems like a
default setting at times for her,” Hunegs,
head of the Jewish Community Relations Council in the Twin Cities, said in
mid-2021. “Now that doesn’t mean it’s
true at all times, or that somehow she’s
always stoking difficulty or controversy,
because that’s not true either. But there’s
this unfortunate pattern of adding combustion to difficult situations instead of
building consensus.”
Around the time Omar’s second term
began in January 2021, her office started
holding off-record quarterly meetings
for Jewish organizations in her district
in which groups and community leaders, including some who had been publicly critical of her, are invited to raise
their concerns—even though many of
her actions and statements since then
raise doubt as to whether Omar has
taken those concerns all that seriously.
In May, Omar and Tlaib co-sponsored a
resolution in Congress commemorating
the Nakba, the Palestinian name (meaning “disaster” or “catastrophe”) for the
1948 Middle East war, in which Israel
successfully defended itself against a
half-dozen invading Arab armies. The
resolution opened by condemning the
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1947 U.N. Partition Plan for Palestine,
which would have given the Palestinian Arabs a far larger state than anything contemplated under any peace
plan since.
In late 2019, Omar pulled a revealing
legislative bait-and-switch regarding a
bill that included $35 million in debt
relief for Somalia. She hailed the legislation in an official statement—only to
vote against the bill, a larger package
that, according to her, included such
anti-progressive heresies as “creat[ing]
a backdoor way to eliminate aid and
starve the Palestinian people” and “recogniz[ing] support for Juan Guaidó as
President of Venezuela.”
The vote against debt relief was barely noticed outside of Minnesota’s Somali
community. And yet it epitomized both
a personal and a political shift for Omar.
Older Somalis often expressed a certain
puzzlement at her focus on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, a Western obsession that does not rank high among
the community’s immediate concerns.
“Among the Somalis nowadays I think
many people understand this not as a
religious but more of a political dispute
between Arabs and Israelis,” Ahmednasir Abdullahi, a Nairobi lawyer and
analyst, said in late 2019. “I’ve seen her
district, it has a substantial number of
Jews. Her adoption of Palestinians as a
cause doesn’t make much sense for me,
or I think for many Somalis.”

B

y the end of 2019,
Omar, now a Washington superstar, belonged
to a new community.
She was a latter-day
American progressive,
someone with the politics and outlook
of urban millennials across racial and
ethnic backgrounds in the era of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump. Also,
her Somali husband wasn’t her husband anymore. Omar and Hirsi split in
mid-2019 as word of an affair with her
white progressive political consultant
Tim Mynett broke.
According to friends, the separation sent Hirsi into a deep despair. He
became what one acquaintance described as a “born-against Muslim”
and planned a trip to Mecca, which he
20

visited that winter. One friend recalled
seeing him a couple days after a divorce
court hearing in 2019. “He was upset—
he had become slimmer. He complains,
‘Do you know what she’s doing to me?’
I think he loves her.”
Omar’s public denials of the affair
with Mynett, which became known
through divorce court filings by Mynett’s soon-to-be ex-wife, were never
credible. It turned out that some 51%
of Omar’s campaign spending during
the 2020 election season had gone to
Mynett’s firm. Like every other potentially unflattering Omar-related event,
the alleged dishonesty and self-dealing
simply hasn’t damaged her.
For her 2020 reelection campaign,
Omar amassed a war chest of over $5
million, most of it from out-of-state
donors. Her opposition to Saudi Arabia, outspoken support for Venezuelan strongman Nicholas Maduro, and
sweeping denunciations of American
foreign policy had made her either a
gadfly, a factional standard-bearer, or
her party’s leading edge. Omar will
likely have a long enough political career to grow into one of these roles.
In August of 2020, Omar fended off
a primary challenge from a legal mediator and part-time pastor named Antone
Melton-Meaux, who raised some $3.2
million in the second quarter of 2020
and earned the endorsement of the
Star Tribune. She was worried enough
about the challenge to send an official
campaign mailer in late July 2020 that
seemed to accuse Melton-Meaux of
acting as a stealth agent for Jewish interests. “Can we trust Antone MeltonMeaux’s money?” asked the mailer,
which accused Omar’s opponent of
being in “the pocket” of both “Wall
Street” and the “GOP” and noted contributions from three wealthy Jews the
mailer mentioned by name, as well as
from “Michael, a donor from Scarsdale,
New York.”
As always, Omar had an unfailing instinct for what she could get away with.
The mailer was a nonstory. With an
endorsement from the DFL and with
Ellison acting as a public campaign
surrogate, she defeated Melton-Meaux
by nearly 20 points. Her 103,000 votes
were almost 40,000 more than she’d

received two years earlier, an astronomical total for any congressional
primary. She even improved her vote
share in St. Louis Park, which is home
to most of Minnesota’s Jews. The notion that Omar would be a short-lived
phenomenon—that her scandals and
missteps would doom her, or that she
could be waited out or ignored—was
exposed as a fantasy.
Beth Gendler, director of the National Jewish Women’s Council of Minnesota through February of 2022 and
someone who was involved in Jewish
community efforts to discuss Israel-related issues with Omar throughout the
first half of 2019, noted to me in late
2019 that her organization “has a broad
progressive policy agenda that Omar
supports in its entirety.” In Gendler’s
view, Omar could have a positive impact on the state’s Jews. The “current
climate,” she said, had “giv[en] us the
opportunity to have hard conversations with our friends and allies and
rather than call them out publicly, call
them into conversation and dialogue
and relationship-building.”
Omar has found acceptance from at
least one of the major organizations
in institutional American Judaism.
On June 30, 2021, amid fallout from
her incendiary claim that her Jewish
Democratic House colleagues had been
particularly insufficient “partners for
justice,” Omar posted an elliptical
nonapology on Twitter, invoking Abraham Joshua Heschel and highlighting
her alliances with Jews for Racial and
Economic Justice and The Jewish
Vote, far-left groups with almost no
mainstream Jewish communal following. But it doesn’t get much more
mainstream than the Religious Action
Center of Reform Judaism, the activist
arm of the country’s largest Jewish denomination, whose director tweeted in
response to Omar’s thread: “Thank you
Rep. Omar for lifting up this history.”
In late May of 2020, George Floyd’s
murder at the hands of the Minneapolis Police Department in Omar’s
district set off the largest nationwide
protests in American history, and unleashed a disorienting mix of energies.
Waves of hope and anger broke across
the country, resulting in an NFL team
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changing its name, rioters burning police cars in Manhattan’s Union Square,
and the mayors of nearly every major
city ordering that the words Black
Lives Matter be painted across downtown intersections.
For many Somali Americans in
Omar’s district, all of this occurred
alongside extensive physical destruction of their businesses and neighborhoods. On Lake Street, the main
commercial artery in midtown Minneapolis, nearly every Somali business
was boarded up behind plywood even
in late July of 2020. One Somali restaurant burned down only four days after
it opened; other immigrants lost nearly
everything they’d built over 25 years
in America. Order was not restored
until the Minnesota National Guard
deployed following several nights
of rioting.
For some Somalis, the aftermath of
the Floyd killing was a throwback to
the conditions they’d fled nearly three
decades earlier. “People say whenever
we go down Lake Street we think of
Mogadishu, and we’re not out of the
woods of that,” Nur Ahmed, the manager of Durdur, a halal grocery store that
had its facade smashed during the unrest, said when I met him in Minneapolis in July of 2020. He shared another
common sentiment spreading among
the area’s Somali immigrants: “We realize why Americans carry guns. We need
to be responsible for our security.”
Of course, Somali Americans were
not the only ones who suffered in
the Twin Cities’ post-Floyd riots.
There were intersections around Lake
Street where every structure had been
torched: Taquerias, diners, a Chinese
buffet, a science fiction bookstore, and
a hotel-turned-homeless-shelter were
among the buildings that were vandalized, burned, or otherwise vacated.
In the months following, police were
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largely withdrawn from south and
north Minneapolis, home to much of
the city’s Black and immigrant communities, in accordance with demands,
backed by the entirety of the City
Council, that the Minneapolis Police
Department be abolished. Crime exploded: Minneapolis equaled its 2019
murder totals by early August of 2020,
and violent crime continued to increase
in 2021.
Still, many Somali Americans supported the Floyd protests, especially the
young. “It clearly showed what side of
America we stand on,” said AJ Awed, a
legal mediator and police abolition activist. “It showed we’re very much part
and parcel of the Black American community.” But some wondered, with no
small amount of bitterness, why progress had to come at the Somali community’s expense, and whether it could be
called progress at all—especially when
that cost was being denied or ignored
even by elected representatives. Mohamed Kahin, who had helped organize
a listening session between elected officials and East African business owners affected by the riots, believed that
Somali American office-holders had
proved just how little they cared about
their own community. “Somali elected
officials are just gatekeepers,” he told
me in July of 2020. That included Ilhan
Omar: “There’s not a single thing she
has done for the community.”
The Floyd eruption happened amid
another tumultuous stretch of Omar’s
first term. On March 12, 2020, she
married Tim Mynett. Conservative
elements in the Somali community
questioned her marriage to a non-Muslim. (Mynett, who was born to Jewish
parents, reportedly converted to Islam
around the time of their marriage.)
“The younger generation didn’t give
a damn. The more informed and the
more educated don’t care either. The
older generation, the baton-carriers
for cultural purity—they care,” as one
Minneapolis Somali community source
put it.
“My father always exhorted me to ‘Go
live your life,’” Omar wrote in her memoir. “But he jokingly warned, ‘Don’t do
anything that would make me unable to
sit with my peers.’”
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“Whatever inner
guidance allowed
her to be one of
only three proBDS members of
Congress also gave
her the boldness
to denounce
violent protest in
a time when the
tactic was gaining
acceptance on the
activist left.”
In the two years since Floyd’s killing,
Omar became a leading instigator of
the unending moral and rhetorical escalation of American politics: accusing
her Democratic colleagues of treating
racial justice as “just a hashtag” over
their failure to vote for a resolution she
had co-sponsored opposing police brutality, questioning the social justice commitments of supporters of Israel, and
tweeting about “unthinkable atrocities
committed by the U.S.” to draw attention
to her questioning of Secretary of State
Antony Blinken over why the United
States didn’t subject itself to the authority of the International Criminal Court.
But back in the summer of 2020, during
a moment of both national and personal
turmoil, Omar appeared to deliver one
of the only sensible statements on the
Floyd riots that any major politician
could muster. “If you care about Black
lives you cannot set a fire in Minneapolis
risking Black lives,” she pleaded during
a press conference in south Minneapolis
on May 30, 2020. “We can be angry, we
can ask for justice, we can protest, we
can take it to the streets, we can blow up
the phone of the people who represent
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you. But what we cannot do is start a fire
that can take lives.” She wore a somber
black hijab and was nearly in tears.
For a moment, Omar’s detractors
could appreciate the same qualities that
her supporters so admired: She followed a strong internal sense of right
and wrong, had exhilaratingly little regard for the demands of party or faction, and could say what others didn’t
have the guts to say. Her moral compass
had once again compelled her to take
a difficult or unpopular stance. Whatever inner guidance allowed her to be
one of only three pro-BDS members of
Congress also gave her the boldness to
denounce violent protest in a time when
the tactic was gaining acceptance on the
activist left.
But this was America in 2020, and a
reassuring sense of balance isn’t anyone’s natural mode, least of all a political superstar’s. A few moments before
her heartfelt plea, a visibly emotional
Omar had launched on another one of
her trademark flights of insinuation.
“We all know that we have collectively
fought for business development to take
place on Lake Street,” she said. “When
you see a destruction to one of the most
valued business corridors for minority
communities in Minneapolis, you know
those are not minorities that are doing
that destruction.” This became a common trope for a small but vocal sliver of
apologists for the Twin Cities riots: That
right-wing whites had used the Floyd
protests as cover to drive in from the
suburbs and the countryside and torch
immigrant Minneapolis. Omar gave no
evidence for her inflammatory claim.
She probably didn’t have any, given that
the riots had only ended the night before. For Omar, the mere existence of
the still-smoldering ruins proved that
those who lit the matches were outsiders bent on victimizing immigrants of
color. Any tension between rioting and
social justice was resolved in the space
of a single unsubstantiated claim, forcefully made. Not for the first or last time,
Omar had defined a troubling reality out
of existence, and remade the world on
her terms alone.
This article was originally published on
July 20, 2022.
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→ New public records obtained by the ACLU this week found that the

This past Sunday marked two years
since the passing of American hero
and Congressman John Lewis.
Before he held office, Lewis was the
budding chairman of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
turned leader in the civil rights
movement. As I parse through
articles, photographs, and interviews
commemorating him and his civil
rights legacy, I cannot help but notice
the drastic difference between the
humility that he and other activists
of his ilk have embodied, and our
egocentric culture.
“Long before any sit-ins, any
marches to Selma or Montgomery,
any Freedom Rides—we studied
civil disobedience,” Lewis explained
in a 2013 interview. The nonviolent
philosophy that he and others put
into practice wasn’t just a moral
stance but a discipline. The activists
took courses in a Methodist
church where they would train and
participate in intense workshops,
role-playing violent scenarios they’d
face during boycotts, protests, and
demonstrations. “You’d trained
through the motion of someone
harassing you, calling you out of
your name, pulling you off your seat,
someone kicking you, someone
pretending to spit on you. We needed
to feel like we were in the actual
situation,” said Lewis. “When the time
came, we were prepared.”

Department of Homeland Security and agencies under its aegis have spent
millions of public dollars “to buy access to cell phone location information
being aggregated and sold by two shadowy data brokers, Venntel and Babel
Street.” According to Venntel’s own marketing material, the data it provides
can “identify repeat visitors, frequented locations, pinpoint known associates,
and discover pattern of life.” Government agencies buying private location data
in bulk without the use of a warrant largely sidesteps the Fourth Amendment
and grants the DHS access to a vast trove of sensitive information, with some
surveillance hoovering up as many as 26 points of location data per minute.

→ A nine-second viral video filmed at Sesame Place in Philadelphia has become
a public relations nightmare for the theme park, and grounds for a potential
lawsuit. But while outrage online suggests the video shows a random incident
of racism, the video was initially promoted by a digital strategy consultant and
anti-racism activist who sells T-shirts with the logo “raise better white people”
on her website—and the theme park says the incident was a misunderstanding.
The original clip was posted on Twitter by a mother of one of the two young Black
girls in the video and by their aunt, the digital consultant Leslie Mac.

→ Two days before President Biden arrived in Tel Aviv last week, a U.S. Secret

Service agent already in Israel assaulted a local woman, Tamar Ben-Chaim,
before he was detained by police and sent back to the United States. Israeli
media reported that Ben-Chaim had made a remark about the agent’s “rowdy
behavior,” and the agent then “came at me with his fist,” she said, before police
arrived to the scene. “He hit me on the chest, held me tight and gave me a slap,
tearing out my earring and headset and throwing it all on the ground.”

→ The Secret Service deleted text messages exchanged on Jan. 5 and 6 after
receiving a records request from oversight officials, according to a letter sent
by the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General to the
House committee investigating the Jan. 6 riot at the Capitol.

→ Following his trip to Israel, Biden on Friday landed in Saudi Arabia, where

he had his work cut out for him trying to secure meaningful concessions from
the estranged ally. But the White House started the trip off with a PR win by
announcing Friday morning, before Biden landed in Jeddah, that the Saudis had
agreed to open their air space to all commercial aircraft from Israel—a sign
that the Saudis are moving toward normalizing relations with Israel in line with
the vision of the Abraham Accords

—Brittany Talissa King

→ An internal report on the calamitous withdrawal of U.S. military from

Afghanistan last August is being held up by top Department of Defense officials,
raising concerns that the delay is driven by fear of political blowback for the
Biden administration. Already bracing for a potentially disastrous midterm
election for Democrats, the White House could face renewed criticism of a
report that dissects the chaotic withdrawal of U.S. forces after a two-decade
occupation of Afghanistan.
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The Borg of the
Gargoyles
How government, tech, finance, and law enforcement converged into
an all-knowing criminalization complex—and how to resist it
BY JEFF GARZIK AND JEREMY STERN

I

n Neal Stephenson’s 1992
novel Snow Crash, the Central Intelligence Corporation—the result of a merger
between the Library of Congress and the CIA—employs
a number of people who remain continuously connected to the Metaverse.
These grotesque characters, who Stephenson calls “gargoyles,” wear computer components on their heads and
bodies and serve as “human surveillance devices, recording everything that
happens around them,” passively but
perpetually dragnetting data and intelligence on human beings, their movements, and their interactions with the
surrounding physical environment.
On July 7, 2014, Popular Science reported on “scan artists”—repo men
whose tow trucks are “customized with
tens of thousands of dollars’ worth of
cameras and image processors and can
scan [license] plates even while tearing
down a highway.” These scan artists feed
massive centralized databases with plate
scans, historical coordinates, and drivers’ personal details, which private companies use to build predictive models of
the whereabouts of vehicles targeted by
banks for repossession. The scan artists,
of course, are not limited to surveillance
of cars already in default. They are not
even limited to cars—or to car owners,
or to debtors, or to deadbeats. They are
gargoyles, vacuuming up all the data
that people generate by participating in
the internet and by moving in the physical world.
The Popular Science report became a
favorite among Stephenson fans, tech
lords, and presumably law enforcement.

But otherwise the story made little impact, casting no greater imprint on the
public consciousness than contemporaneous reports that Chinese state-sponsored hackers breached the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM), obtaining over 22 million records on U.S.
government employees and contractors,
their families, and their friends.
In the years since, however, gargoyles
have become more ubiquitous—and
more grotesque. Consider the last couple months alone. On May 11, Vice reported that the San Francisco Police
Department has been using driverless
cars—assumed by onlookers to be harmless beta tests from Silicon Valley tech
companies—as mobile surveillance
cameras to “[record] their surroundings
continuously and have the potential to
help with investigative leads.” On June
1, a joint investigation by provincial privacy commissions in Canada found that
TDL Group Corp., which operates the
Tim Hortons fast food chain, used location data to infer where customers
“lived, worked, and whether they were
travelling” and “generated an ‘event’
every time users entered and left their
homes, entered and exited their office,
or travelled.” On June 29, Politico reported that Canada’s national police
admitted to using “spyware to infiltrate
mobile devices and collect data, including by remotely turning on the camera
and microphone of a suspect’s phone or
laptop.” Last week, the European Union
proposed a regulation allowing “artificial intelligence with subsequent review
conducted by a human” to scan private
messages for evidence of “grooming.”
Yesterday, the American Civil Liberties
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Union published records detailing how
the Department of Homeland Security
purchases the cellphone location information of U.S. citizens from private
data brokers.
In the wake of the U.S. Supreme
Court’s decision to overturn Roe v.
Wade, most of America’s biggest tech
and social media companies have so
far declined to clarify whether they
would comply with law enforcement requests for data related to investigations
involving citizens seeking or providing
abortions in states that ban them. Regardless of the decisions of individual
corporations, we can be certain of two
things: No. 1, Americans who seek or
provide abortions in states where it is
illegal will unwittingly generate mountains of data documenting their newfound criminality; No. 2, that data will
be dragnetted by gargoyles and maintained by private companies with government contracts.
Now that “location awareness” is customary in mobile phone apps, which
also record private conversations between users and their family, friends,
and lovers, a degree of intrusion into
the private lives of human beings never thought possible is happening on a
minute-to-minute basis. Every day, gargoyles are collecting information on
our speech, movements, and purchases;
every second, our mobile phones are exfiltrating data from our private lives to
corporations, local police, and federal
law enforcement, as well as foreign intelligence services.
If there was ever a point at which
we could plausibly regard this reality
as trivial, that point has been crossed.
During the Ottawa trucker protests in
February, Canadian authorities demonstrated how easily modern governments—including democracies with
robust rule of law—can use the digital
financial and payments system to freeze
the bank accounts and seize, block, or
escrow the funds of citizens without
even obtaining convictions. At the end
of March, Google announced that Google Docs will soon start flagging “potentially discriminatory or inappropriate
language” and providing “suggestions
on how to make your writing more inclusive and appropriate.” Google later
24

paused the rollout of this feature, presumably in response to popular backlash. But it’s not hard to see how the
two developments could conceivably be
linked in the near future: The ability of
governments to wield the financial system as a weapon of enforcement against
private language and opinions judged to
be politically undesirable.
The consolidation of government,
tech, finance, and law enforcement into
a Borg-like hive mind that continually
collects data on our private lives—allowing it to criminalize, de-bank, and
de-platform any citizen at will, without any pretense of due process—has
emerged as an imminent civilizational
threat. Even the most radically liberal
thinkers of our past couldn’t have imagined the totality of rights that the Borg
is eliminating simultaneously—rights so
obvious and intrinsic to human life that
no one ever thought to codify them. A
star-crossed couple in 1950 kept apart
by their families, communities, or police
due to race or sexuality could still—even
if only in secret—speak in private, exchange letters, keep diaries, and if they
took special care, meet in person to consummate their love.
Today, no matter what protections
they still nominally enjoy under the
Bill of Rights, Americans trapped in the
modern equivalent of such circumstances would have their messages instantaneously siphoned, their conversations
recorded, their diaries digitally copied,
their trysts interdicted. Their lives and
fate would be held hostage—as all of us
now are, whether we’ve fully realized it
yet or not—by the Borg.
The first thing to understand about
the Borg that the gargoyles made for us
is that it’s a product of evolution, not
intelligent design. There was no conference of rootless cosmopolitans who
descended on a chalet in the Alps to plot
the destruction of the Constitution and
turn the United States into Communist
China. The Borg is simply what happens
when a technologically advanced society is driven by default toward the naturally expansionist aims and incentives
of government and law enforcement.
The U.S. government is able to chase
categories of speech and pockets of
currency it doesn’t yet control because

anyone the state would like to be
deemed a criminal can easily be deemed
a criminal. As the body of state and federal laws has accumulated over the last
100-plus years, it has become possible
to find some law, any law, that any individual citizen has broken or is currently breaking. This allows the state to go
after anyone it wants at any moment
through prosecutorial overcharging;
more than 95% of criminal convictions
in the United States today are obtained
through plea bargaining rather than
jury trials, all but eliminating citizen
participation in the justice system. (A
surprising number of public figures who
are well-known in the popular imagination for committing serious crimes
were, in the absence of actual evidence
of criminal activity, only ever charged
with the spurious crime of “lying to a
federal officer.”) The most significant
consequence of overlegalization, therefore, is not inefficiency, risk aversion, or
higher costs. It is the mass criminalization of an entire society. Technological
advances have simply provided new
tools for criminalizing and punishing
U.S. citizens who, against all odds, still
appear to maintain a heroic belief in due
process and the right of appeal.
After the terror attacks of 9/11, the
global war on terror provided a broadly
popular justification for granting the
Departments of Justice, Treasury, and
other executive agencies with ever-more
advanced and intrusive surveillance capabilities to pursue such ends. In the
first decade after the twin towers fell,
Americans got used to the idea of vastly expanded domestic surveillance (the
Patriot Act), U.S. government coercion
of foreign entities to report assets held
by Americans (the Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act), and the fact that the
president of the United States maintains
a “kill list” of human beings—including
U.S. citizens—not formally charged
with any crime but who are chosen by
metadata for targeted assassination.
Even many seemingly benign efforts
to, for example, crack down on criminal
money-laundering or tighten U.S. sanctions, are in fact extensions of this now
deeply entrenched and extra-Constitutional process. Under both the Trump
and Biden administrations, the Treasury
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Department has advocated for adding
a “know-your-customer” legal proviso
requiring any crypto wallet belonging
to a U.S. citizen to carry identity markers, like a Social Security number or
commercial debit account. The whole
point of crypto wallets, needless to say,
is that they can be held anonymously.
The Biden administration’s recent announcement that it is making progress
on implementing these rules, first proposed in 2020 by the Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN), was thus a warning
that any owner of a crypto wallet who
wishes to remain anonymous will soon
be deemed a criminal.
Yet such relatively low-tech, often
clumsy public sector efforts—driven
predominately by lawyers, cops, civil servants, and politicians—do not
by themselves constitute a juggernaut
against which resistance is futile. It is
their convergence with technology companies, which often contract with the
U.S. government, that pushes the Borg
toward its ultimate evolutionary goal of
achieving perfection.
Because major data collectors and
brokers like LexisNexis are private corporations, it is perfectly legal for them
to dragnet information generated by internet users and their movements in the
physical world and use it to construct
massive surveillance databases. It would
be unconstitutional for the government
to do this work itself, but nothing stops
it from purchasing these databases as a
customer of the companies. When hackers breached OPM in 2014-15, SolarWinds in 2020, and, on more than one
occasion, Aadhaar (an Indian government database containing the private
biometric information of more than 1
billion Indian citizens), what they revealed was qualitatively different from
Edward Snowden’s famous revelations
of an NSA-based super-surveillance
system: They demonstrated an unbroken chain of entirely legal contracts in
which private companies siphon off citizen surveillance data and merge it with
the government’s own data banks.
One practical manifestation of this
high-low tech, public-private convergence is geofencing. Because we all carry
personal surveillance devices—known
25

as Samsung Galaxies or iPhones—in
our pockets, a relatively easy way for
the Borg to curtail certain First Amendment freedoms is for the U.S. government to designate a geofenced area, require Apple and Google to divulge all
the phones active in that grid square,
ban rideshare apps from entering it,
and oblige commercial banks and digital
payments companies to de-bank anyone
who breaches it. With some laudable exceptions, most companies don’t have to
be “forced” into such compliance—they
know that everything from industry
regulation to immigration policy, tariffs, and access to the Chinese market
depends on their cooperation. After
the experience of COVID lockdowns,
Black Lives Matter protests, the Jan. 6
Capitol riots, and the trucker convoys,
effective geofencing that not only surveils people but limits their freedom
of assembly by herding and controlling
their movements should no longer code
as science fiction.
Nor should the most distinctive feature of the Borg itself: Whether you’re
geofenced out of a public area, de-platformed by a faceless computer algorithm, de-banked by a faceless government bureaucracy, or criminalized by a
faceless law enforcement agency, there’s
never a real person or group of people
who you can hold accountable.
Smothering but vulnerable technology wielded by a prosecutorial state that
imposes a maddening diffusion of accountability: Wasn’t the hedge against
this dystopian future supposed to be
crypto? Wasn’t the whole point of the
blockchain that it couldn’t be regulated by government, that no corporation
could capture the data generated there,
that no banks or financial intermediaries are involved, and that no state authority can tamper with it, allowing us
all to build a better future? Well, not exactly. Hardcore crypto evangelists continue to believe that a sovereign, cloudbased blockchain system will provide
such a superior mode of transaction and
governance that we will all live crypto-only lives and starve out the Borg.
Maybe we will. But crypto has always
been grounded in at least two more realistic promises, both of which should
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“Building from
mathematical first
principles, crypto
keeps alive the
dream of returning
power to the
self-sovereign
individual.”

give us hope that resistance is not, in
fact, futile.
The first is simply that crypto allows
the unbanked to bank. In the United
States, checking accounts function as a
version of debt, and thus require credit worthiness—which is why over 6%
of U.S. households (around 14 million
American adults) are currently cut off
from the banking system. But because
of the way financial ledgers balance
on crypto platforms, owners can never go below zero. That means anyone
can create a crypto wallet at any time,
no permission needed—including those
targeted for speech or movement that
the government deems impermissible.
That’s what makes it impossible for the
government to regulate crypto technologically, if not legally.
The second, and perhaps more significant, promise of crypto is sociological.
Building from mathematical first principles, crypto keeps alive the dream of
returning power to the self-sovereign
individual—in control of her own data,
her own finances, and her own destiny, and who can choose which segments of privacy to opt out of, rather
than the other way around. This is why
tracking the market value of cryptocurrencies on any given day is a mostly
pointless way to gauge the significance
of cryptographic technology—it’s
July 15–21, 2022 • 17–23 Tammuz, 5782

the existence of cryptocurrencies that
serves to reinforce self-sovereignty as a
concept, to counterbalance and compete
with a key monopoly power of the state,
and to keep the ideological flame of individual freedom burning. That, and not
the destruction of the Federal Reserve,
is why crypto remains a viable form of
resistance to the Borg.
Another important tool of resistance
is end-to-end encryption (E2EE). E2EE
has faced similar challenges to crypto,
with repeated attempts to legally mandate built-in government backdoors.
The Clipper chip, an encryption device
the NSA developed to “allow Federal,
State, and local law enforcement officials the ability to decode intercepted
voice and data transmissions,” was introduced as early as 1993. The Clipper chip died a predictable death only
three years later, but to this day the U.S.
government—which cannot secure its
own data or protect its own employees
from Russian or Chinese hacking—still
demands special technological privileges, or “golden key” solutions, to
E2EE (typically for reasons of “national security”).
Despite the obvious challenges,
E2EE remains a practicable impediment to the natural trajectory and
purpose of the Borg: unlimited visibility into our finances, speech, associations, and thoughts. The combination of crypto and E2EE, in fact,
might one day allow us to use private
keys in computer software to privately
secure as much of our money, speech,
associations, and thoughts as possible.
Without it, the Borg will only continue to grow, playing a larger and larger
role in the way we move, spend, speak,
and think.
And what about government itself?
Isn’t there a role for individual legislators who understand what the Borg is
doing to the Bill of Rights—that there
are few things more fundamental to
being human than the ability to earn,
exchange, and save your own resources,
without surveillance or interference?
The current crop of American legislators appears to have little interest
in ringfencing these rights. But in order to claw back the basic individual
freedoms that form our inheritance as
26

human beings and as Americans, the
resistance will need legislators and other political leaders willing to say no to
law enforcement and to prioritize the
privacy of U.S. citizens over the perverse incentives of the national security bureaucracy.
These are revolutionary times. Processing speeds and data storage capacities that were computationally
impossible only 20 years ago are now
trivial, cheap, and getting cheaper.
Technological progress in computing

power is not just advancing; the rate of
advancement is accelerating, providing an increasingly fast and efficient
conveyor belt of oppressive tools to
the Borg.
But the technology itself is value
neutral—it is neither good nor evil. A
conveyor belt of tools is also available to
the resistance. It is the trial of our generation to take advantage of those tools
before the Borg assimilates so much of
our lives that we as a society and as individuals can no longer cope. Resistance

My Favorite Antisemite:
Hans-Jürgen Syberberg
The director’s films tackled the grandest questions in German culture
and politics, before he turned his critical eye to the Jews
BY MARDEAN ISAAC

ans-Jürgen Syberberg
is sitting on couches with Susan Sontag,
Martin Scorsese, and
others, watching his
recent news appearance on American television. It is January 1980, and the German director is
in New York City promoting the seven-and-a half-hour Hitler: A Film from
Germany (titled Our Hitler in the U.S.).
A presenter says his film is about Hitler
as “seen through the eyes of Germans.”
Syberberg, an impish yet regimented presence, periodically photographs
those in the room as they observe his
interview on the screen. Sontag, smirking, agrees with Scorsese that Syberberg’s pitch to American media went
well: “People got something that’s clear

and easy to remember.” Footage of the
U.S. tour is eventually appended to copies of the film.  Sontag called Hitler the
most extraordinary film she had ever
seen. Her NYRB essay on Syberberg’s
opus remains one of the most committed and perceptive attempts to describe it—an almost impossible task to
carry out adequately yet succinctly. The
methods and interpretations in the film
are vast and disorienting, comprising a
system of thought that encompasses the
grandest questions of modern German
and Western culture and politics. The
“total experience” the director sought
to inflict on the viewer aims to be punitive and transformative. In exploring
his theme of “Hitler in us,” Syberberg
challenges the myths and orthodoxies
of the post-World War Two order in a
maximally discomforting and subversive way.  But while Hitler found some
important admirers outside of Germany, it was overwhelmingly rejected
within the country. Rather than the film
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My Favorite Anti-Semite: an occasional
series of tributes to writers, artists, philosophers, and others who hate us and to
why we still find value in their work.

H

to the Borg, therefore, is unlikely to be
a glorious endeavor. It probably won’t
consist of flying cars, destroying the
IRS, replacing the nation-state, or building sea-faring crypto colonies. At least
for now, resistance begins by accepting
the fact that one of the great hopes of
the next technological age will simply
be to help us reclaim the rights and freedoms we’ve already lost.
This article was originally published on
July 18, 2022.

serving as a precursor to professional
success and expanding legitimacy, Syberberg’s career as a director dwindled
in the 1980s. From a position of professional and ideological marginalization,
Syberberg began lashing out in interviews and essays, where his challenges
to the intellectual and artistic conformity of his time became increasingly
colored by antisemitic polemic.
Syberberg was born in Nossendorf,
western Pomerania, northeast Germany,
in 1935, of minor Prussian aristocratic
stock. After a childhood in the countryside, he moved to Rostock, on the Baltic
coast. Following a more traditional education than he would have received in
West Germany—still steeped in the luminaries of the German 19th century—
he headed west to study at the University of Munich, completing a doctorate
in the work of Swiss playwright Friedrich Dürrenmatt.  His early films from
the late 1960s include pieces on contemporary German society: One is on a pornographer, another documents a hippie
commune. The key artistic decade for
Syberberg, however, included the German Trilog y (Ludwig: Requiem for a
Virgin King (1972), Karl May (1974) and
Our Hitler (1977)), the documentary The
Confessions of Winifred Wagner (1975),
and finally, Parsifal (1982). The average
run-time of these films is four and a
half hours.  Through these films, Syberberg examines the roots of Germany’s
ultimate self-banishment through Nazism. But his most important mission
is to return us defamiliarized to our
27

present condition.  Syberberg targets a
total consciousness reset for the viewer. The vast solemnity and ecstatically
tedious sense of expanded time in his
work aim to make us receptive to other
worlds—not for nostalgia or historical
understanding, but to shock the organs
of perception. He seeks to rewire the
very cognitive pathways by which we
relate to the present moment, aiming to
make us aware of how profoundly our
sense of reality is delimited by prevailing morality and hegemonic ideology.
His repudiation spans leftism, liberalism, capitalism, technology, democracy, Christian morality, pluralism, and
modernity itself. His goal is a form of
collective mystical experience whereby
the world falls away, leaving us wondering what has been lost in making it and
might be gained anew if we overhaul the
basis by which we relate to one another.
King Ludwig II of Bavaria’s rule was
marked by his exotic aesthetic fanaticism, as his epithets “the fairy tale king”
and “the swan king” attest. His obsessive
construction of extravagant castles (for
which he hired set designers as well as
architects) nearly bankrupted the Bavarian state. Ludwig was deposed by
his ministers after they declared him
insane, before being found dead in
mysterious circumstances, age 40, in
Lake Starnberg.  Ludwig takes place at
the historical moment when Ludwig
(played by Harry Baer) is under pressure to join the Franco-German War by
statesman Otto von Bismarck, the great
unifier of Germany. The campaign is
victorious for the emergent Prussia-centric German Empire, but also entails the
loss of Bavarian independence, and ultimately accelerates Ludwig’s demise.
Ludwig’s ministers, led by his uncle Luitpold, grow increasingly exasperated
with the king’s otherworldly distance
from practical responsibilities and modernity. They instead want a Bavaria
focused on “investment, international
art, roads, automobiles, and connection
with the empire.”  Syberberg juxtaposes Ludwig’s romantic grandeur with
his political frivolity. Ludwig spends
the film in a state of impotent lament;
he sees the threats all around him yet
does nothing to stop them. Instead of

worldliness—engaging with individuals
and groups and forces he despises—he
withdraws into preening vanity, fey
fantasies, and moody rants. He declares
himself opposed to “so-called progress”: industrialization, nationalism,
socialism, mass meetings of people.
And while Syberberg depicts the nationalistic forces fueling the movement
against Ludwig’s quixotic reign—guns,
money, and beer—as crass, robotic, and
mediocre, he also conveys a sense of
their unstoppable internal logic, as set
against the king’s puritanical prizing of
beauty above all. This prophetic fatalism is inscribed in the image, at the outset of the film, of a bearded, tear-strewn
baby Ludwig, as three Norns mockingly
prophesize that he will be the final king
of Bavaria.  In Ludwig, shot on a stage
with no audience, there barely exists
any social dynamic between the actors.
It is as if those sharing the space are on
different productions: They speak into
the air, not to one another. Discussions
take place within earshot of others who
do not hear or respond to them. Declarations are followed by dead air. It seems
like the performers belong to different
planes of space-time, trapped in separate tracks of history that are now impossible to cohere. The noncommunication between Germans of different
ranks, perspectives, and intentions entails the beginning of turning “Germany’s will against Germany itself.” In depicting the decomposition of dialogue
to monologue, Syberberg points to the
departure from shared experience to divergent paths of memory.  Ludwig is a
patron of Wagner, whose commercially
unsuccessful work baffles his ministers,
becoming another bone of contention.
But Ludwig’s own call for the exaltation
of Wagnerian romanticism takes place
in a Germany untainted by Nazism—
Syberberg’s own quest for German cultural innocence cannot. In order to express this condition, he introduces Nazi
anachronism. At one point, Hitler (who
appears to have morphed from a Karl
May who gives a speech praising the
king) dances with a camp Ernst Rohm.
When they are shooed off stage, they
leave goose-stepping, arm-in-arm.  The
king dies twice: through a reported
suicide offscreen, and then a guillotine
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execution—after which a mob dances
around his corpse, as motorcycles pull
up and a woman prophesizes his return,
holding up his severed head. He then reappears, yodeling, and parts his cape to
expose the lederhosen underneath.  The
homosexual Ludwig never married or
had children. His material legacy was
his castles, whose glory only persisted
as touristic fodder. This is represented
by the projection of modern sepia-toned
footage of American tourists visiting
them on a backdrop as the film proceeds. The limitations and corruptions
of Syberberg’s current vantage point
are infused with how he imagines, and
depicts, the past itself. It is because Ludwig was unable to establish a tradition
that Syberberg must seek, through artistic longing, the dream that the king once
inspired. The impossibility of finding it
becomes the film’s true subject.
In Karl May, his next film, Syberberg
takes on the most commercially popular novelist in German history. May’s adventure novels set in the American West
inspired an expansive sense of German
heroism. His most resonant characters
are Old Shatterhand, a German cowboy who serves as May’s avatar, and his
friend Winnetou, an Apache chief. As
scholar Colleen Cook wrote, these characters allow “the German people, divorced from the realities of the frontier”
to inhabit a “natural paradise where
good still triumphs over evil; where
men can be men; where the ideal of the
noble savage, and the apex of Western
European culture mix harmoniously.”
May was a major inspiration for Hitler,
whose admiration for the novelist only
increased when he discovered that his
swashbuckling content was imagined
rather than drawn from personal experience.  Karl May’s cast was dominated
by Nazi-era performers. These included Kristina Söderbaum, icon of the
Nazi Aryan aesthetic and wife of Jud
Süß director Veit Harlan, as May’s first
wife; and Lil Dagover, who appeared in
over 20 films during the Third Reich,
which also granted her state honors,
appearing as Austrian novelist Bertha
von Suttner. Syberberg’s casting of these
figures was a darkly mischievous variation on his broader vision of film as “the
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continuation of life by other means.”
Within the dramatic context of this historical film, they explore the culture and
society that existed before Nazism—but
their innocence as actors is rendered
impossible by audience awareness of
their involvement with the fascist-era
film industry.
Karl May conceives of a society mediated by journalism, inflamed and distorted by the novelistic imagination,
and steeped in litigation. Relations between individuals are increasingly managed through law and commerce, which
intervene at key junctures of life. (May’s
first wife is incentivized to plot against
him by the Munchmeyer publishing
house, leading to their divorce after 30
years of marriage.) The overall direction
of human affairs moves against trust
and cooperation.
The author battles against a tide of
accusations and lawsuits from his opponents, primarily publishers and journalists. These assaults encompass all
aspects of his personal integrity and
identity. Publishers attempt to control
May’s legacy and the capacity to re-edit
and release versions of his work. Enveloped by a maelstrom of controversy, he
becomes defined by the fight to shape
the public persona he initially created.
May ends the film as “the final German mystic,” as a judge puts it, in a form
of glory: He clears his name and pledges
to establish a trust for aspiring German
writers, “despite their ingratitude.” He
dies in his Saxon homeland next to his
adoring second wife as snow falls over
them. But Syberberg’s beatification of
the writer has an asterisk. A young Hitler attends May’s final lecture in Austria
in 1912, thrilled by the thought of how
enthusiastic the masses will be when
faced with the author in the flesh.

“‘Without Richard
Wagner’s daily
struggle for this
music,’ Syberberg
says, Wahnfried
‘was turned into
a bourgeois idyll
by his heirs, and
perhaps just
because of this, an
easy prey for the
Third Reich.’”

Syberberg’s next film, a documentary,
examines the story of Winifred Wagner,
an orphaned English girl who came to
play an important role in German cultural history. After an itinerant early childhood in England, she was adopted by
Karl Klindworth, a pupil of Franz Liszt
who wrote piano scores for Richard
Wagner, and his wife Henriette Karop,
Winifred’s distant cousin. Klindworth
and Karop, an elderly childless couple,

reared Winifred in an intensely Germanic atmosphere. On Winifred’s first
visit, age 17, to the festival of Wagner’s
music at Bayreuth, Bavaria, she fell in
love with Siegfried Wagner, son of Richard, a closeted homosexual 28 years her
senior. They married and had four children. When Siegfried died in 1930, Winifred took over the management of the
festival. During the Nazi era, Winifred
developed a close personal bond with
Hitler.   She ran the festival from Wahnfried, a villa built for Richard Wagner
using funds provided by Ludwig II,
who also funded the festival in its early,
financially troubled years. (The name
compounds the words for “delusion,”
or “madness,” and “peace” in German:
Wagner said this was the place where
his “delusion had found peace.”) Wahnfried was partly destroyed by British
bombing and, for 12 years after the war,
was occupied, and, she adds, looted, by
American troops, who never accepted it
was her private property, interpreting it
instead as belonging to Hitler. Winifred
fiercely opposed the denazification trials, and tried to maintain the legacy of
Wagner on the estate after the war. Syberberg interviews Winifred in Wahnfried, after 30 years of near silence from
her on her relationship with Hitler and
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the role that Wagnerian culture played
during the Third Reich.  “Nowhere
else,” says Syberberg of Wahnfried in
his opening voiceover, “were family
history and national culture so inextricably intertwined.” Syberberg wants to
incorporate Winifred’s testimony into
the narrative, because the “brilliance
and the mistakes; the private and the
official” are inseparable. Yet he also sees
the rot coming from within that laid
the groundwork for external incursion.
“Without the music, without Richard
Wagner’s daily struggle for this music,”
Syberberg says, Wahnfried “was turned
into a bourgeois idyll by his heirs, and
perhaps just because of this, an easy
prey for the Third Reich.”  Winifred is
a formidable presence. She begins stiffly, reading from a pre-prepared text, an
extension of the pose of stern defensiveness she had adopted in the wake of the
catastrophic war years. She “confesses”
to no crime, rejecting the very premise
that she needs to. And yet Syberberg
allows her a space without judgment,
recording continuously (he ended up
including some of the most sensitive
material without her permission) and
she gradually opens up.  The discussion moves in many directions across
five hours. There are the familial sagas.
Winifred’s daughter Friedland moved to
America after Hitler’s rise, abandoning
the “beautiful confusing world of traditions” she described and participating
in anti-Nazi broadcasts (“if we weren’t
Wagners, we would have been sent to
the camp,” Winifred says of the peril
her daughter’s actions put her through).
Hitler cherished Winifred’s children:
He played with them in the garden
and cuddled them in bed. Winifred’s
son Wieland, especially adored by Hitler, later spoke out against the Führer,
much to his mother’s displeasure. There
is the artistic perspective based on meticulous and subservient adherence to
tradition: “What Wagner had ordered,
that was obeyed … Today a work of art
is dissected … This has only started now,
since the Second World War.” And there
is the politics—Winifred’s most grudging subject.
From their first meeting in 1924,
Winifred was spellbound by Hitler. He
was then a “nonpolitical young man”
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who enchanted her with his “very blue,
large and expressive eyes.” Hitler approached Wahnfried with reverence,
asking to visit Wagner’s grave alone.
His next visit was in 1933. For the next
12 years, he visited regularly: It was
a place to rival, if not beat, Obersalzberg—where he would dine, relax and
hold court with his friends and guests
until the early hours. During the war,
Hitler insisted that the festival continue,
exempting performers from the war and
bringing wounded soldiers into the audience. Yet, as Winifred is keen to stress,
he did not absorb Wahnfried fully into
Nazism. When he returned in 1933, he
issued a notice that “homages in this
house could only be paid to the great
master Richard Wagner.” He was not the
predominant patron of the festival: The
financial support he sent to Winifred
through his personal account for each
new festival production was insufficient
to cover the whole cost. Despite the intense attention Hitler paid to Wagner’s
work, she notes that he did not seek to
“Nazify” the productions, aside from
the occasional inside joke, like planting Goebbels and Goering imitators in
a chorus.  For Winifred, Hitler embodied “absolute Austrian tactfulness of
heart and warmth.” Syberberg asks her
if she found anything repellant in him.
“That’s what’s so strange,” she says in a
tone affirming a weary familiarity with
the query, “I never found anything repellant. He never caused me any disappointment. Apart from what happened
outside, but that did not affect me.” Most
fundamentally, she insists on holding
onto the validity of her memories: “I am
able to separate the Hitler I knew completely from what he is accused of today.
All that dark side of things, I know it
is there, but not for me, because I don’t
know that side of him.”  Winifred’s attempt to retain a domain of self-contained, self-justifying thought regarding
Nazism and Hitler is in constant friction with the need to yield to outside
definitions in light of Germany’s loss.
This is shown in a fascinating discussion over the term “demonic.” “The effect of his personality was tremendous,”
she says, “his enemies claimed, even demonic. But we also know the demonic
in the Goethean sense. When I refer to

his demonic qualities, I mean it in the
Goethean sense, not in the disparaging
way it is used today.” Defeat and occupation would take away her capacity to
make the distinction.  Winifred bore
the opprobrium heaped on her during
the war tribunals because she didn’t feel
guilty of any political crime. (“When I
said I wasn’t involved in politics, they
all laughed,” she says.) She joined the
Nazi party—but later during the war,
and as a favor to Hitler. She praises the
early Nazi movement for connecting the
manual and intellectual aspects of German society, for giving the youth direction—for promising “salvation through
a new national community.” In the
“postscript” during the second part of
the interview, however, Syberberg asks
her to repeat what she told him during a
reel change. She had concluded, she says
with a chuckle of epiphany and a parting of her arms, that her “belief in National Socialism was solely linked with
the personality of Adolf Hitler.”  The
discussion turns to Jews. Regarding
Wagner and antisemitism, Winifred asserts that the composer sought “at most”
a “neutralization of the intellectual influence of the Jews on the political and
cultural life of Germany, but he never
thought of an extermination.” Winifred
now admits that the Nazis of course
did “considerable things” (Syberberg’s
phrasing) against the Jews, but denies
Hitler was the “initiator.” Until 1939,
she claims to have known of no “serious
cases” of Jewish persecution where she
had to intervene. After the war started,
she passed on those petitions “which
seemed more or less credible and also
worthy of help,” and “never received a
single refusal” from the Führer.
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It took Syberberg four years to plan Hitler; it was shot in 20 days in a Munich
sound studio, for half a million dollars,
with public funding (and partial support from the BBC). It is Syberberg’s
own Gesamtkunstwerk of German suffering: The film’s techniques and methods consist of a seemingly endless array
of representational forms, modes, and
performances exploring the Hitler phenomenon in its totality.  Projection is
perhaps the most potent of Syberberg’s
tools: “I used the front screen projection

technique because I wanted to shoot
the entire film in the studio. And then
I thought if we do the film in this way
technically, why not take over the idea
of projection spiritually as well—the
idea of projection from the people to
Hitler and from Hitler to the people.”
In response to the question of whether
Germans were to blame for Hitler, he replied: “What would [he] have been without us?” As scholar Stephen Brockmann
put it, Syberberg’s films “represented
Germany as an autistic closed circuit in
which Germans ‘loved’ Hitler precisely
because he served as a filmic projection
of their own hopes and fears.”  In an
almost unbelievably powerful montage, Syberberg combines moments of
beaming, righteous purity, and promise
with those of extreme degradation. A
Nazi speech announcing the Anschluss
gives way to images of Hitler’s parents,
Hitler hugging children or surveying
compliant crowds—and then a German
woman and a Jewish man forced to
stand with signs damning themselves
for their relationship; pacifist essayist
Carl von Ossietzky in a concentration
camp; distorted faces awaiting execution.  Syberberg presents these images
while shattering the moral ideology that
has been made to accompany them. The
crescendo of fascist horror that Nazism
exemplifies is a warning for potential
regression against which we build a
morally and ideologically coherent future. Yet Syberberg makes us aware of
the way that power is imbricated within the layer upon layer of imagery that
weighs on us. For him, it is the contingent fact of Nazi defeat that has made
these images cohere, not objective morality.  The ticking movement of these
images is designed to tap into the pure
experience of time felt by the Germans
living through Nazism, not the outsiders assembling a stable retrospective
narrative of it after it collapsed. An edgy
text reimagines the image-procession
from the perspective of the promised
German victory rather than the retrospective German defeat:  “Let’s give him
and us a chance. Brother Hitler realized
what the little man of the people wanted most: to become the greatest, the old
fairy tale nightmare. It needed courage
to risk all radically; we might as well
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admit it now ... Let’s pretend he had—
we had—made the atomic bomb and the
rockets after all, in the end. Through
the Heisenbergs and von Brauns with
Furtwängler’s music and the words of
Heidegger and Benn and Hauptmann.
How would we strut today at the victory
celebrations in the Berlin built by Speer.
The whole world as it was already once
in the Olympic games. The success justifies the deeds, those are the lessons of
history in the Occident and everywhere,
or aren’t they?”  The implications of this
counterfactual excursion are dizzying.
Germans were not merely victimized
by a top-down tyranny: They animated Hitler; he was their avatar. But the
speed of the shifts between hope and
horror, vindication and humiliation,
victory and defeat, outflanked the capacity of Germans to grasp the eventual ramifications of Nazism. The images
multiplied and morphed too quickly—
beyond their control, and therefore responsibility.  The most powerful line
in the narration is: “Only the defeat of
our arms has made us turn away from
him, not reason.” There is a puncturing
of moral self-congratulation here: an
assault on the hypocrisy and cowardice of commemorating defeat as a moment of justified transformation. Had
Nazi efforts been successful, Germans
would have rejoiced at the absolute elevation of their race at all costs, with
no consideration given to outsiders. The
war only conveniently transformed into
moral pedagogy post facto, as punishment for defeat.
Syberberg is not a Nazi. But it is in opposing Nazism that the most striking
aspect of his perspective emerges. Syberberg ultimately objects to the Nazis
more for what they did to Germany than
the Jews. He wants the right to mourn
for Germany, despite its crimes. This
includes the belief that the real lesson
of the war might be that Germans need
to reconnect with their real identity
without fear or shame, rather than discarding it, as per the formula: “Germany equated with Auschwitz, therefore
no more Germany.”  One of the most
provocative sections in the film features
Himmler justifying the Shoah while he
receives a massage from his physician.

Himmler is not only unrepentant, but
feels that genocide was a burden he deserves credit for: “Our men who have
participated in executions have endured
much more than their victims, strange
as it may sound … It was dreadful for
a German to be forced to watch that,
but if it wasn’t dreadful, we wouldn’t
be Germans.” In a lecture in which he
compared Syberberg to Leni Riefenstahl, British tavern orator and alt-right
icon Jonathan Bowden wrote that the
key to this scene is that the Shoah is
“totally accepted as a fact,” “for which
there is no apology.” This is not a denial of information, but a struggle over
interpretation. Syberberg seems to accept the Holocaust as history: It is the
Holocaust as ideology that he opposes.
His concern is not the Holocaust; it is
“the Holocaust.” Syberberg’s anti-guilt
pledge is, says Bowden, a “refusal to
be imprisoned by the consequences of
the destructive urge.”  Hitler originally
premiered in London, November 1977.
“Germany is not ready for this Hitler,”
Syberberg said of his decision to premiere the film in London, to little attention from the German press. He turned
out to be right. When the film did come
home—it was aired the following year
at a festival and appeared on West German television in 1980—it was greeted
with “almost universal rejection.” This
contrasted with America as well as
France, where Michel Foucault called
the film a “beautiful monster” and said
that Syberberg had “grasped Nazism at
its most seductive.”
Syberberg’s marginalization in Germany after Hitler further circumscribed
the scope of his technical means, and
has entailed recourse to dramatic performances, filmed readings and monologues, and art installations.
Sontag points out that it was Hitler’s
low budget which allowed it to “remain
wholly responsive to the intentions and
improvisations of a single creator.” Given cinema’s profound relationship with
money, power and narrative, Syberberg’s films incorporate a sense that the
lack of funding could be made to illustrate the greater ideological significance
of his marginalization. The negative response to Hitler allowed Syberberg to
see a validation of his intellectual and
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political arguments against the oppressive conformism of democracy and the
banality of commercialism. It opened
the pathway for Syberberg—who spoke
of his “zeal in preferring the lost to the
unnatural”—to now frame himself as a
martyr to the German identity. In the
process, antisemitism became more central to his defiant posture.
The TV drama Holocaust was broadcast
in America in 1978, and exported the
next year to West Germany, at a time
when open discussion of the Nazi era
was growing. It was seen by around a
third of the population, and broadcast
with a phone-in component, in which
thousands of Germans expressed their
feelings and testimony to the nation,
including confessions of having participated in crimes during the war. The
facts of the Holocaust were brought
to mass attention: The series “shone a
light” on both the events and the silence
that had followed them. It now seemed,
as critic Anton Kaes wrote, “Germany
had to import the images of its own
past from Hollywood.”  Syberberg passionately despised Holocaust. He saw
the tawdry spectacle of slipper-wearing, beer-sipping Germans wallowing
in their imported own guilt and shame
in front of the TV as a sign of a fundamentally unmoored culture. “In Germany, ‘holocaust’ now means Hollywood,”
he lamented, anticipating a “holocaust
boom.” He imagined “on German soil,”
a “Hitler Disneyland” with a rebuilt
concentration camp; instead of German castles, tourists would target Hitler’s house, “rebuilt with Jewish management.” He wondered, for example,
if maybe he was just “too German” to
understand how Jews could “make gold
out of the ashes of Auschwitz.” Rather
than this “marketing of our most painful emotions,” Syberberg urged that “we
should keep looking into ourselves, at
Hitler in ourselves, at the holocaust
in ourselves.”  He insisted that he was
“not saying this in order to forgive anyone or to diminish the guilt,” but rather
so that “we can carry on living.” “Even
if you want to educate people in a political way, there’s no reason to show them
who’s guilty, and how they are killed,”
he said. “What for? I believe that people
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are always so nervous that they resort to
the easiest way of looking back at their
own history. I think we should be much
more patient. And I think that art can be
a big help.”  But his goal was not merely
an appeal to higher principles for their
own sake, or advocating a liberal condition of permanent discussion. The argument that “simple anti-Fascism produces nothing” was paired with unabashed
calls for Germany to prevent the Holocaust from forever shaping Germany’s sense of itself. “I’m often asked
in discussion how I justify my claim
that Western culture is collapsing,” he
said. “In the light of this incapacity for
proper mourning it’s hard to believe
that my answer would even be understood.” Syberberg did not just see grief
as a subjective response; he wrote of
mourning that it “needs us”—as if it was
an autonomous force to which the living
owed something. Sontag, responding to
a letter in the NYRB by Doris Sommer
critical of her adulatory response to Hitler, wrote: “It is not perhaps wrong for a
genius to be aloof and bereaved. Is Ms.
Sommer suggesting that bereavement is
so inappropriate a response to the German catastrophe?”  Syberberg’s call for
mourning asserted that essential aspects
of our humanity, including some of
those ostensibly represented by fascism,
had been wrongly suppressed due to the
Nazi catastrophe. He also asserted that
the system that had won out over Nazism should be treated with contempt
that is not attenuated by the badness of
fascism. Syberberg sought to transcend
the Nazi-anti-Nazi axis instead of negotiating its terms from within.  Animated by his elitist Prussian sensibility,
he began to larp as a general (looking
for an army) in the culture wars. Public commentary—in articles, books, and
interviews—allowed him to substitute
verbal provocation for physical violence. He described the “merciless lust
for destruction” that came to him when
he roamed busy streets. He wrote that
he would like the opportunity to kill opponents of his work. More realistically,
he later noted: “I see very specific people who should be switched off. I don’t
mean through war now, but by saying
publicly that they belong away from
power. Nobody has that courage today

because everyone fears for their career.”  He produced a vicious screed, for
example, against the hyperproductive,
leftist, homosexual, drug-using director Rainer Werner Fassbinder after his
death from accidental overdose. Syberberg said Fassbinder was the literal incarnation of everything he hated about
his country, labeling him a “conformist
Narcissus of a broken-down Germany,”
“a bootlicking mirror image of the German establishment” who partook in an
industry pact to “turn the overworked
formulas of the Heimat film into those
of the faggot film.” (The attack was so
vehement that he provided a postscript
in which he acknowledges, without
apologizing, that his wife was “upset,
quite rightfully” with the rant.)  Being
denied the material opportunity to
cultivate his solemn cinematic visions
stripped Syberberg’s arguments of artistry, leaving the raw blast of polemic. The most significant of his longer
written works appeared in 1990, on
the eve of German reunification. On
the Fortunes and Misfortunes of Art in
Post-War Germany (published in English by Arktos in 2017) recast some of
the central provocations of Hitler into a
compilation of baroque rants and personalized intellectual declarations. The
book resembles a 19th-century political
pamphlet and Nietzsche’s more aphoristic works, but is assembled according
to private rather than public logic, with
bad grammar, abbreviations, and a diary or scrapbook quality. It is a kind of
soliloquy in which Syberberg performs
his own ideological and artistic solitude.
But it also contains direct political
statements, even if mystically toned.
“There is no constitutional patriotism.
The patria is where the graves of the
fathers are,” for example, has echoes of
the end of Hitler’s 19 July 1940 Reichstag address, which is played during Hitler.  On the Fortunes also contains overt
criticisms of Jews:
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“What also drove out art in Germany after the last war was the curse of
guilt, which served as an instrument
of intimidation for the left, since
the leftists considered themselves
to be innocent and – because Hitler
had persecuted the Jews – now in an

unholy alliance of a Jewish leftist aesthetics against the guilty to the point
of boredom and lies crippling all cultural life, so that guilt was able to become an imagination killing business,
no longer fruitful but restricting, as
the criterion for production and for
the public, and that the apparently
happy liberation from dictatorship
needed the leftists from the Jews’
side, and needed the Jews from the
leftists’ side in Western Europe. That
produced, especially in Germany,
from this crippled society, a neurotic
explosiveness which, on account of
the central position of Germany intellectually and geographically, had
to have an influence on international
culture. Anyone who went with the
Jews or with the leftists made a career and it certainly did not have anything to do with love or understanding or, indeed, inclination. How were
the Jews able to tolerate that – unless
they only wanted power?”

The book was received with hostility
in Germany, with Syberberg’s antisemitism a focus of the outrage. This was
one of the peaks of Syberberg’s trouble.
Yet the director retained something of
a public following. After a screening of
Hitler in East Berlin in October 1990,
on a panel that included Sontag, Ian Buruma reported that Syberberg repeated
the accusations in On the Fortunes, including against “Jewish leftists,” in what
Buruma depicts as “an almost silky tone
of voice alternating with what can only
be described as a theatrical tirade.” His
champions, “shifting uneasily in their
seats,” acknowledged that his “opinions may be absurd, even offensive,” but
maintained that he was “still a great artist.” Two years later, Syberberg told The
New York Times: “I have the feeling that
my contacts in the United States have
broken off.”
Antisemitism is Syberberg’s one unconscious act of projection. Obsessed
with the decline of German culture and
sovereignty, he sees Jewish power and
cultural influence everywhere. Buruma
describes his message thus: “The real
winners of the last war are the Jews,
who have regained their motherland,
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their ancient Heimat, the very thing the
Germans have lost. And the Jews had
their revenge for Auschwitz by dropping the atom bomb and atomizing the
Kultur of Europe through their barren,
rationalist, rootless philosophy.” For Syberberg, the dual blow was the pairing
of the national triumph of Jews and, in
his words, “the aesthetics of their diaspora which is precisely one of suffering
and dispersion.”
Syberberg wanted to cast off the yoke
of Jewish guilt. But an interpretation
of the distinct suffering of his people,
with its Jewish echoes, is central to
seeking a way back to the diverted path
of German self-command. “The heart
of Europe beats in Israel,” he wrote of
the post-war condition of the West. His
yearning for native restoration is partly
a reproduction of Zionism that needed to puncture the symbolic power of
Jewish Zionism in order to serve as a
counterweight to it. The Jewish state’s
establishment was a symbol of Gentile
defeat—but it might open the door to
Syberberg’s vision of German, or Western, cultural renaissance.  Syberberg
eyed this weakness: the moral and ideological potency Jews wielded, founded
on their special status as a perennially
persecuted minority, disappeared after
the restoration of their sovereignty. Reflecting on an exhibition of Holocaust
images in Israel, Syberberg said: “When
I saw all those horrible pictures and, at
the same moment, young Israeli soldiers
sporting machine guns standing in front
of those pictures of the Holocaust, I felt
really happy to realize Jews are like people everywhere.”
When asked about the Jewish response to Hitler, Syberberg remarked:
“A lot of Jewish people come to see
the film because Hitler is their problem too. Hitler is their man, their hero,
their problem. He is their black messiah.
Therefore, they always want to know
why and how it could be.”
Following Syberberg’s rant after
the screening, Buruma notes that an
unnamed Polish Jew, “his voice trembling with quiet rage,” told the director
his film was “dreadful.” Although he
had lost most of his family in the Holocaust, “he could almost be tempted to
become a Nazi” after “all those speeches,
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“Syberberg claimed
that at another
screening in
Hamburg, an ‘old
Jew’ came up to
him and said: ‘Now
I know why I was
in a concentration
camp.’”

all that beautiful music.” Syberberg
claimed that at another screening in
Hamburg, an “old Jew” came up to him
and said: “Now I know why I was in a
concentration camp.” These moments
of radical disorientation (or re-orientation) of perspective appear to serve
as tiny victories in Syberberg’s guerilla
war against the dominant narrative.  To
expose the losses that came with the Allied victory, Syberberg had to jostle the
system in a way that would cause it to
retaliate. “You have to go so deep into
the wound that you are suspected,” he
said. By finding the taboos in the discourse, and therefore its weak points,
Syberberg wanted to show it as just another form of power imposing its own
values, not a carrier of universal moral and ideological progress. He would
generate the conflict by which he could
locate himself.  Saying what he really
thinks became Syberberg’s last remaining way to be an aristocrat. He enacted his own sense of proprietorship by
speaking without the self-monitoring
inhibitions presented by dominant cultural institutions or the market or fear
of mass judgment. He defined his own
terms for what should constitute a good
reputation: recalcitrant honor, not strategic conformity. He refused to tailor his
artistic and rhetorical decisions to civic
comity and commercial considerations.
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He abhorred the duplicity of free speech
in a liberal democracy, when there were
many things he wasn’t allowed to say
without suffering grave consequences.
He was not seeking to secure a place for
himself in the discourse merely to help
nurture a culture of permanent debate.
His public speech is motivated by extra-personal stakes that take precedence
over individual self-interest; by the ever-dormant possibility of choosing to
inherit the demands of duty.  But Syberberg wasn’t even sufficiently connected
to his age to become a proper martyr.
His films demand almost everything,
making them easy to ignore: to give
Hitler a chance feels like submitting to
it. His ideas are so wildly in excess of
the practical demands of life that Syberberg struggled to get his pitch going.
His thought is too extensively caveated, too free of the shared terms of the
present. He is obsessed with mystery
and opposes rational justification. He
rejects communication in favor of communion.  Syberberg eventually spoke
with resignation about the combative
project to which he had pledged himself.
He came to feel useless even “in terms of
productive opposition,” and that “hardly anyone learns anything from me anymore.” Despite his prevailing tone of
wistful defeatism regarding his career,
Syberberg’s work is becoming objectively more pertinent to the world, despite
the world’s indifference to it. As early
as 1987, Syberberg located a burgeoning
shift that appears to have vindicated his
grueling commitment to opposing his
era: “This idea of a culture being faced
with this shock and a total reversal is
no longer peculiar to Germany. It represents a problem for the entire West.”
Syberberg’s realization that “the fight
is not worth it because the people are
not worth it” meant less public conflagration: he left Hitler and Jews behind as subjects and retreated from the
frontlines of the culture wars. A German article from 2013 noted that his
days of being persona non grata had
long passed.  He was not finished with
the question of German identity. But instead of seeking purpose through confrontation, he took a journey inward,
and homeward.
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In 2000, Syberberg moved back to his
father’s manor in Nossendorf (a village
with a few hundred inhabitants) having purchased the property, which the
Russians had expropriated in 1947, after
the fall of the Berlin Wall. A 2010 German television documentary found him
pruning trees, arranging flowers for the
breakfast table, and perusing his own
archives and miscellanea from his films,
partly housed in a special bunker dedicated to his career. On the second day
the journalist visits, Syberberg comes
to meet him at the gates of the estate,
and adroitly takes a picture of him from
a distance.  He shows the journalist
photographs of the dilapidated condition the estate was in when he regained
it, with parallels to Winifred Wagner

showing him images of a bombed out
Wahnfried decades ago. Syberberg has
documented his work on the estate (for
which he received a local prize) through
a webcam feed on his Web 1.0 style personal website. He has taken naturally to
the private-domain aspect of the site; he
sells his films from there, some of which
are otherwise difficult to find, especially in translation, and has boasted of its
popularity and reach.  “Herzog went to
America, and I leave by staying in my
four walls,” Syberberg said of their respective relations to what he saw as the
barren landscape of German cinema.
But withdrawal into his restored family
plot found him developing more immediate ways to represent his subjects.  In
2017, Syberberg “reconstructed” the

Trapped in Translation
How to explain Judaism in English—a language whose
terminology around religion is built on Christian concepts
BY SETH M. LIMMER

W

e can’t translate
everything. At
least not precisely. Concepts exist
in certain cultures
that are absent, or
markedly different, in others. We all
know the adage that Eskimos have 47
different words for snow. Whether or
not that’s true, it is clear that Inuit and
Yupik cultures have a closer connection
to snow than do the residents of Tahiti. It makes sense that these cultures
would differentiate the many kinds of
snowfall according to the many ways
that those distinctions affect their daily lives. We even might be able to translate some of these snow words into
English: Aqilokoq is softly falling snow,
piegnartoq is snow that’s perfect for
sled-driving. We can know what these
snow words mean. But unless and until

we understand the Eskimo mindset, we
cannot truly glean what they signify.
English has words deemed essential
for religion: faith, liturgy, Bible, even
“religion” itself. None of these words
really exist in Hebrew. Certainly, not a
single one of these Christian concepts
correlates directly to anything that
can be considered Jewish. Of course,
Modern Hebrew has the vocabulary to
translate these English phrases. And,
obviously, Judaism does possess ideas
and structures that share a similarity
with Christian concepts like worship
and Scripture. But that similarity all
too often masks a vast difference. That
difference prevents us from understanding what Judaism is at its essence.
But before we examine those differences, let’s go back and examine the origins
of the English language.
The furthest back we can trace a
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Café Zilm in Demmin, near Nossendorf,
which he had seen “burning on the horizon” during the war. His project saw a
replica façade placed over the building
where the café stood; it was “open” for
two weeks, with visitors being led to
an ad hoc arrangement of tables and
chairs behind the facade. This was not
a rebuilding: A news report notes there
was “no foundation, no wall.” But Syberberg still sought to control whatever he could: The cakes, for example,
were provided by people from the area,
not delivered by bakeries. “Everything
will,” he was quoted as saying before the
launch, “have a local connection.”
This article was originally published on
July 15, 2022

distinct English language is to the
sixth century, the earliest date for the
emergence of Old English. Now, Old
English has far more in common with
German than any English we know today; most scholars believe it is an utterly distinct language from Modern
English. It’s only in the ninth century
that Middle English emerges. Coming into its heyday after the Norman
conquest of 1066, Middle English, as
anyone who’s every struggled to read
Chaucer knows, resembles our English,
but is still a ways away. Most people
have never heard of the “Great Vowel Shift” that marked the transition to
Modern English, but with the arrival
of Shakespeare’s works and the King
James Bible, the language we know today was coming into its own.
Because of the time it took for English to evolve into anything we recognize today, the tongue that shapes most
American Jews’ thinking is at most
1,000 years old. Jewish traditions, in
even the most cautious of counting,
extend back 3,000 years. Until the
Greco-Roman period, Jewish thought
was expressed in Hebrew; then, Aramaic, a sister language to Hebrew
that was the international parlance
of its day, became a secondary vessel
for transmitting Jewish tradition. By
the time Old English emerged around
34

550 CE, the Torah and the Talmud, the
two core texts of Jewish thought and
practice, were effectively complete.
The great frames and structures of
Judaism existed before any Jew ever
spoke English.
English, in contrast, was brought
into existence, effectively and exclusively, by Christians. With rare exception or incursion, the island of Britain
was Christian before and since the
emergence of English. As polyglot language, English has its roots in many
places. In terms of religious phrases,
Greek and Latin, and therefore, Christian, etymologies dominate. Faith is derived from fidere, for “trust,” religion
from religio, for “cult, or mode of worship.”Bible is from the Greek, ta Biblia:
the Book. Leitourgia, etymon of liturgy, is likewise Attic Greek for public
performance. Each of these words, and
every English word connected to religion, is born of and steeped in Christian thought.
Judaism is a square peg that refuses
to fit in the proverbial round hole of
Christianity. Hebrew not only precedes
both Christianity and English, but it is
markedly different in its vocabulary
and concepts. As English evolved, it
of necessity coined terms to describe
Christian phenomenon. Hebrew, the
foundational language of Judaism,
had no such need. Students of religion,
a discipline that seeks to find parallels
in order to appreciate distinctions,
might be horrified to find that there is
no Jewish word for liturgy, that there is
no Jewish word for faith, that there is
no Jewish word for Bible, let alone one
that can barely be made to fit “Scripture.” There is even no real Jewish
word for religion.
QUOTE Even the most honest attempts to understand Judaism authentically are unconsciously undermined
simply because these attempts are in
English, are limited by English.
In a moment, we will explore each of
these important distinctions. But first,
we should pause and reflect on the significance of this unfathomable gap between Jewish vocabulary and Christian
concepts. Most modern Jews outside
Israel (and certainly the audience of
this work) are native English speakers.

Their worldviews and expectations are
formed by the contours of the English
language. Sunday morning cartoons
depict Bible stories, not Torah tales.
Our conversations are filled with faith:
Keep the faith, act in good faith, have
faith in yourself. Intermediate schools
teach comparative religion, subsuming Judaism into a category it doesn’t
neatly fit. So when most modern Jews
approach Judaism, they come with
questions and preconceptions that
are Christian. They believe Judaism is
a religion; they imagine faith in God
is a prerequisite. They want to know
about liturgy and worship, and learn
all about the Bible (which, in the most
obvious acquiescence to Christian English, they usually call the Old Testament). Even the most honest attempts
to understand Judaism authentically
are unconsciously undermined simply
because these attempts are in English,
are limited by English.
Most English speakers operate under the false linguistic assumption that
Judaism and Christianity run on the
same operating system. Nothing could
be further from the case. Anyone who
remembers back to the days of floppy
discs recalls that what worked on a Mac
would need to be entirely reformatted
for a PC. The analogy holds here: Judaism just has a different source code
from Christianity. Its program language is Am and Avodah, Torah and
Talmud. And it hardly suffices to translate these terms as people, worship, Bible, and (fascinatingly) Talmud. That’s
not really what these essential Jewish
concepts are about. To delimit these
millennia-old, remarkably robust ideas
with one-word terms born of alien
Christianity is simply unfair. To truly
appreciate Judaism, its core concepts
need to be liberated from their simplistic English “definitions.” Judaism’s
concepts, and Judaism itself, need to be
appreciated for what they are, and—especially for English speakers—need to
be distinguished from common Christian concepts.
Let’s start with “religion.” It is only
the fifth definition of the phrase in
the Oxford English Dictionary that
doesn’t use the word religion as part of
the definition:
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Belief in or acknowledgement of
some superhuman power or powers
(esp. a god or gods) which is typically
manifested in obedience, reverence,
and worship; such a belief as part of
a system defining a code of living,
esp. as a means of achieving spiritual
or material improvement.

Now, some might say this definition
of religion describes Judaism perfectly:
There is a belief, or at least covenant
with, Yahweh, which is manifest in a
series of commandments that both define a code of life and set a prescribed
course for worship. Even though I will
argue later that little of that is true, this
OED understanding of religion fails to
capture an essential element of Judaism: the self-conception as an Am, a
people. From Torah’s time through
our own, there are plenty of individuals who are born “Jewish” yet neither
believe in nor acknowledge any sort of
superhuman power who defines their
code of living. Regardless, many of
these individuals fully consider themselves “Jewish.” Judaism might overlap
with certain aspects of “religion,” but
it far exceeds the boundaries of such a
limiting term.
Proof positive of the failure of “religion” to define Judaism is a phrase I
have heard countless times in my career: I’m Jewish, but not religious. Early
in my rabbinate, I took this assertion
as a challenge. I would ask people what
they found meaningful about their
Jewish life, and answers would include
everything from cooking for holidays
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to doing the work of social justice all
the way through—shockingly—coming to Shabbat services. I sometimes
sensed that what people meant when
they said, “I’m Jewish, but not religious,” was that they loved Judaism—
they were willingly engaging with a
rabbi, after all—but that they didn’t
believe in God. Sometimes, I even tried
to convince people that they were fully Jewish, and shouldn’t let anything
stand in the way of their own self-perception. Over time, however, I realized
that these people didn’t have a problem.
The problem was the word “religion”
itself. It’s a Christian concept that simply doesn’t fit Judaism.
Opening any Hebrew-English dictionary will tell you that the Hebrew word
for “religion” is dat. In this, there is a
double irony. First of all, dat is a hardly
Hebrew; it’s an Old Iranian loan-word
that first appears in the biblical book
of Esther, one of the later entrants in
the Jewish canon. Secondly, dat means
“law,” “edict,” or “practice.” In the book
of Esther, dat indicates in one instance
the edict of the king, and in another
the custom of drinking to excess. By
the time of the Talmud, dat maintained this same semantic range from
custom through law. It wasn’t until the
revival of Modern Hebrew started by
Eliezer Ben-Yehuda in the 19th century
that dat came to mean “religion.” And
why did this happen? Modern Hebrew
needed to compete in the international
marketplace of ideas: Modern Hebrew
required its own words for phrases
that were widespread in other languages, most prominent among which
was English. And so this loan-word of
antiquity was equated with “religion,”
translated as such in a dictionary. Hebrew needed a place holder, and dat
seemed to fit the bill. But dat doesn’t
fit the definition of “religion” in any
meaningful way. Hebrew really has no
concept of religion whatsoever.
The chasm between English and
Hebrew is equally deep when it comes
to the Bible. For Christians, the Bible
has always been a written document.
There’s a reason it’s called ta Biblia: the
book. By the time Christianity arrived
on the scene, there were already texts
of what they call the Old Testament.
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“Over the
millennia, Torah
has become a
most elastic
word, meaning
either something
very specific
or something
incredibly broad.”

The Christian movement was propelled
forward by the written word: Gospels
authored by individuals sharing the
stories of Jesus, and Epistles—literally “letters”—early authorities supposedly scripted and sent to Galicia,
Thessalonia, Rome, and more. Christianity began with the written word as
it foundation. The first chapter of the
first Gospel cites the text of the Jewish
prophet Isaiah; the last of the Gospels
opens with the line, “In the beginning
was the word.” From the beginning,
Christianity had a book, the book, ta
Biblia: the Bible.
Judaism has no Bible—at least not in
the Christian sense of the word. The
earliest name for a collection of Jewish traditions and teachings that come
down to us is Torah. Over the millennia, Torah has become a most elastic
word, meaning either something very
specific or something incredibly broad.
For our purposes here, Torah simply
means teaching. This is why Torah can
be something as narrow as a set of regulations regarding lepers, can indicate
a five-volume literary collection falsely
attributed to Moses, and also is able to
signify the remarkably broad category of “all legitimate Jewish learning.”
Torah is teaching. In the time that the
collection we call “Torah” was created,
the primary vehicle for this teaching
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was oral transmission. Yes, the words
capturing these teachings were collected and put to parchment. But that inscription and collection happened long
after the tales and laws were common
cultural currency. To the Jewish mind,
it matters not that these matters are
written. What is important is that the
words of Torah are taught, transmitted,
from one generation to the next.
The same is true of Scripture. Obviously, Judaism has (at least one) sacred
text. The Tanakh, a term often translated as Hebrew for “Bible,” is in fact
an acronym of three collections: Torah
(here, specifically the five books of
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy), Neviim/Prophets
(histories from their time and reports
of their words), and Ketuvim/Writings
(perhaps the world’s most perfectly
named miscellany of texts). Tanakh as a
term originated during the time of the
Rabbis whose argument and reasoning are captured in the Talmud. Even
though Tanakh was coined by the Rabbis, they hardly used it as the word for
what we today might call the Hebrew
Bible. Instead, they employed an entirely different word: Mikra. Mikra means
“that which is proclaimed,” or read out
loud. Even though, by the Rabbinic Period, Judaism’s earliest sacred text were
written down, what was important to
that Jewish community wasn’t the fact
of their inscription, but the importance
of their being pronounced aloud. The
Rabbis made mainstream the practice
of ensuring that Jewish teaching (Torah) was publicly proclaimed (Mikra)
three times every week. Was this Torah written in a scroll? Were the collections of Tanakh bound in a book? Definitely, and probably. But the existence
of Torah in written form was not the
important issue; that it was a book or a
scroll was of secondary importance (if
any at all). Mikra mattered to the Jews
of antiquity because it was read aloud,
performed publicly. Tanakh might look
like a book, and be roughly parallel to
what Christians call the Bible, but in
essence an orally proclaimed Mikra is
something far different from a book.
Scripture and Bible belong to the
Christian realm of religion. They do not
nest neatly into the Jewish worldview
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imagined in Hebrew. And neither does
worship, one of the great expectations
of religion, fit snugly within Jewish
thought. Worship of the Christian God
is quite distinct from the Jewish conception of Divine Service. “Worship”
originates from the idea of attributing esteem, which we see through the
usage of “worshipful” as “honorable.”
From its early English usage, this honor
was quickly connected to divinity: As
a verb, “worship” became expressing
reverence for God. Most contemporary
English speakers roughly equate “worship” with “praise”: We see evangelicals
engaging in “Praise the Lord!” sessions,
or see Protestant prayer services replete with hymns honoring God’s good
works. Now, as those Protestant hymnals robustly attest—with their ample
implementation of Halleluyah—Hebrew
does have words for both “praise” and
“worship.” “Halleluyah” means “praise
God”: hallelu is the Hebrew vocative,
“let us pray,” and “Yah” is a short form
of God’s proper name. Likewise, as
many who attend Jewish services know,
“worship” has its rough parallel in Hebrew. Toward the end of daily services,
we read the prayer “Aleinu l’shabeach,”
“it is upon us to attest to the goodness,”
of God. Prayer and worship do exist
in Hebrew.
However, neither prayer nor worship are essential Jewish categories.
The “worship” of Aleinu l’shabeach is
liturgical language reserved for certain small segments of the service. And
while scores of Halleluyah-shouting
poems of praise were created by Psalmists, and notwithstanding some of the
Psalms’ placement in standard Jewish
prayer books, these paeans are not the
standard of what many call Jewish
“worship.” The Jewish act of regular
engagement with our duty to the Divine
has a proper Hebrew name: Avodah.
Hebrew for “service,” even servitude,
Avodah was the descriptor of Jewish
obligations during the time when the
temple stood and such service was effectuated through sacrifices on the altar.
As Judaism shifted from its cultic center
in Jerusalem to a way of life played out
in synagogues strewn across the world,
Avodah remained the word for one’s service, one’s regular obligations to God.
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“Religion. Bible.
Scripture. Worship.
The phrases fit
Judaism like a
hand-me-down
outfit from a
sibling who’s a
different size.”

The proper name of our prayerbook is
Seder Avodat Israel, the “Order of the
Service of Israel.” The thrice-daily series of readings contained in these liturgies are the service Jews are meant to
perform for God on a most regular basis.
Service to God is what “worship” is
in Judaism. Our service to God is rooted in our Exodus experience: We were
slaves (avadim) to Pharaoh, and were
redeemed, or restored to God, that we
might be servants (avadim) of the Divine. Jewish “worship” is one of our
forms of servitude to the Divine. And
while this service certainly contains
some praise and some worship, its
fundamental building block is entirely other: Most of our sacred service is
composed of rabbinic blessings or scriptural citations. Worship and praise are
about expressing honor to God; that
is part, but hardly all of what passes
for worship in Jewish setting. Study,
history, and theology are much more a
part of a Jewish service than are praise
and worship.
Religion. Bible. Scripture. Worship.
The phrases fit Judaism like a handme-down outfit from a sibling who’s a
different size. I could go on at greater
length, explaining how “faith” isn’t a
Jewish concept, how “charity” didn’t
exist in Judaism until we encountered
Christians, and how—despite what
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many of us were taught at temple—angels are a huge part of Hebrew heritage.
Actually, this last example is the perfect summary of contemporary Jewish
existence. Christian culture (and the
English language that expresses it) has
some powerful portrayals of angels:
Archangel Rafael comes to heal, cute
little cherubs surround Jesus in Heaven,
and fallen angel Satan is evil incarnate.
Now, even though Torah and Talmud
are filled with angels, melachim, or “divine messengers” in Hebrew, our angels
infrequently function in such fashions.
Furthermore, while angelology is central to Christianity, it lives on the fringe
and mystical territories of Jewish life.
Rather than labor at length to explain
these vast differences between what
we take “angels” to indicate in English
and what melachim means in Hebrew,
generations of Jewish teachers—despite
knowing better—have thrown their
hands in the air and simply said, “Judaism doesn’t believe in angels.” It is sometimes easier for English-speaking Jews
to deny the truths of our tradition than
to bother with the limits of translation.
This is the trap of translation: Jews
tend to deny essential, or important, aspects of who we really are because of the
difficulty of expressing ourselves within
and against Christian language. It can
be exhausting to be an English-speaking Jew. This hardly means Jewish life
can only honestly be lived in Hebrew. A
vibrant Jewish life is entirely possible
in English, even only in English. But, in
order to create such a life of meaning,
we must be honest about where Judaism fits in English, and where it doesn’t.
Even in English, we must explain and
understand crucial differences between
linguistic expectations regarding what
are called “religions,” but which we Jews
understand as traditions that encompass particular practices, hierarchies
of value, understandings of the Divine,
folkways and foodstuffs, and, of course,
our own language. It will only be when
we remove ourselves from this trap of
translation that we will be free to understand, to live, and to grow Jewish life in
our modern world.
This article was originally published on
July 19, 2022.
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The Making of
Modern Chocolate
The treat we love today wouldn’t have been possible without the Jews
BY ORGE CASTELLANO

I

t’s impossible to say exactly
when, or by whom, the modern chocolate concoction
was invented. The Spaniards
were the first to mix chocolate with cinnamon, black
pepper, and anise instead of the Mesoamericans’ original blend of chiles, vanilla, and achiote. The Swiss created the
famous fondant and added dried milk.
Belgians adapted the praline (a French
confection of caramelized almonds),
thus making the popular chocolate bonbons that became a sought-after staple
for Valentine’s Day. The Dutch became
the pioneers of cocoa powder. But whoever claims the ultimate credit, chocolate as we know it today wouldn’t have
been possible without the Jews.
Before its widespread democratization, chocolate was a premier delicacy
available only to Europe’s nobility and
their aristocratic courts. The earliest
documented European exposure to the
New World’s golden fruit occurred off
the coast of Mayan Honduras during
Christopher Columbus’ fourth trip in
1502. He discovered cocoa beans in the
cargo of a large native vessel after detaining it. Nonetheless, he disregarded
their significance because he mistook
them for almonds, which he later misdescribed in his diary and subsequent
letters to the Spanish Crown. Several of
those letters were addressed exclusively
to Luis de Santángel, a third-generation
converso and royal treasurer who morally and financially supported the Italian-born mariner’s expedition before
the Catholic Monarchs of Spain.
Almost two decades later, the infamous Spanish invader Hernán Cortés
also failed to establish the plant in

Iberia in 1528 when he presented it to
the court of Charles V along with numerous animals, objects, and fruits. It
wasn’t until the first half of the 17th century when the traditional frothy, cold,
and dark cocoa-based beverage—just as
the Mayans and Aztecs consumed it—
made it to the Castillian-speaking lands.
Monasteries and convents established in New Spain, which sought to
study chocolate’s alleged nutritional and
medicinal properties, consolidated its
appearance in the Old World. In 1544,
a delegation of nobles of Kekchi Maya
traveled to Spain. Brought by Dominican friars to meet future King Phillip II, the natives bore big receptacles
of beaten chocolate as a gift for their
ruler’s offspring. In 1585, the first official shipment of the exotic commodity
would reach Seville from what is now
Veracruz, México.
Demand for cocoa significantly increased among the ruling classes, who
swiftly developed a taste for the transformed drink, now warm, sweet, and
spicy. After the marriage of Spanish
noblewomen to the French monarchy,
the precious commodity swiftly poured
into southern Spanish seaports, whence
it gradually spread to the rest of Europe,
ushering in the golden age of chocolate
and the peak of Spain’s empire’s political and economic power.
Chocolate was so commonplace
among the Spanish elites that around
1680, it was common to serve it to officials during the public executions of
the Spanish Inquisition. High-ranking officials such as Charles II, king of
Spain, sipped chocolate while watching
conversos accused of being Judaizers
be burned at the stake. Although it’s
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unclear whether the victims received
chocolate or not, some sources suggest
that those being held for investigation
by the Inquisition did.
Throughout most parts of the world,
the manufacture of chocolate never
ceased to rely on the existence of ever-increasing port trade. Sephardic Jews
played an essential role in the development of the trans-Atlantic trade ever
since Spanish colonial vessels sailed off
to discover new trade routes.
Conversos and crypto-Jews have
been present in the American continent since the days of the Columbine
expeditions until the subsequently
forced exiles in the mid-1600s. Even
though “New Christians” were strictly
forbidden by law from traveling freely,
let alone residing in any of the territories of New Spain, many were able to
circumvent the stringent prohibitions
imposed by the Catholic Church and the
Spanish Crown. The settlements of the
colonies (primarily the Antilles, Brazil,
Guyana, Suriname, and Venezuela) provided a haven for persecuted Jews and
presented an opportunity to reinvent
themselves in new frontiers and save
their religion.
The Dutch colonization of northern
Brazil (1630-54) was a commercial pinnacle for the diasporic endeavors of a
generation of crypto-Jewish traders
with extensive and robust mercantile
and family ties in the Americas and
Europe. Jews of Portuguese origin, primarily from the Netherlands, settled in
the Atlantic Dutch territories, where
their merchant activities grew and
flourished. These homens de naçao (men
of the nation) began to occupy major
niches within the competing transoceanic commerce routes, strengthening
and advancing the trade of items such
as cacao, coffee, and indigo between interregional and inter-imperial linkages.
“Chocolate is definitely a Sephardic
commodity, a product inherently immigrant. Western Sephardim began using
chocolates in Jewish settings, on Shabbat, at the High Holidays,” said Rabbi
Deborah Prinz, co-author of The Boston Chocolate Party, a forthcoming children’s book about chocolate and Hanukkah. “Chocolate reflects the resilience
of these Jewish individuals—just as the
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cocoa beans go through several complex
processes and challenges to become an
eating or drinking product.”
The vast networks of Sephardic Jews
living in the Caribbean would become
reputable manufacturers par excellence
and the largest exporters of cacao. Jews
would learn from Native Americans
how to process cacao according to their
customs. Early involvement in the harvesting and developing of vanilla refineries and rum distilleries meant the Jews
settled in the colonies had an advantage
not only in the harvesting process of
chocolate but also in its manufacturing.
According to American Jewish historian Jacob R. Marcus, “Jewish shopkeepers specialized in cocoa and chocolate,
which they secured in large quantities
from their co-religionists in Curaçao
[…] Chocolate, in fact, may have been
[a] Sephardic Jewish specialty.”
Benjamin d’Acosta de Andrade, a
Dutch West India Company shareholder, was one of these new settlers. Originally from Bayonne, this converso, who
most probably had been born in Portugal, farmed cocoa trees on the French
Caribbean island of Martinique around
the 1660s. The entrepreneur, who later converted back to Judaism in Brazil, created the first cacao-processing
factory in French territory, opened the
first synagogue in 1676, and owned two
of the largest sugarcane plantations in
the region.
Midway through the 1680s, “Jews effectively ran the entire cultivation of the
French West Indies,” according to the
French missionary Jean-Baptiste Labat’s Nouveau voyage aux iles de l’Amerique. Cacao was shipped via Suriname
and Curaçao, an island off the west coast
of Venezuela, to the ports of Bordeaux,
Amsterdam, and Bayonne. The Jewish
presence in Martinique and Guadeloupe
ended with the signing of the Code Noir
(Black Code) by King Louis XIV, motivated by a petition distributed by Jesuit
fathers accusing Jews of blaspheming
Jesus and killing newborns born to
their Christian slaves.
D’Acosta de Andrade tried to fight his
expulsion fiercely. On July 17, 1689, he
petitioned Louis XIV to persuade him
that his commerce benefited the kingdom. He failed and was forced to flee to
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“Yet Iberian Jews
didn’t only engage
in illicit commerce;
they brought
with them not
only cacao and
connections but a
particular finesse
and a knack for
producing good
quality chocolate.”
the Dutch territory of Curaçao, where
another Brazilian chocolate merchant
from Recife, Isaac da Costa, had landed
in the 1650s.
Chocolate acquired a unique place
in various ports’ dietary traditions. In
some areas, it gradually evolved into a
substantial ingredient in the cuisine of
a part of the population and turned into
a local specialty. Iberian Jews began to
settle in France—coming from Portugal, escaping once again the Inquisition,
continuing to conceal their hidden Judaic practices. In the 17th century, King
Henri IV issued a series of patent letters
authorizing asylum and allowing these
refugee Jews, known as marchands portugais (Portuguese merchants), to live
and conduct “trade and commerce” in
only a few southwest cities and towns,
including Bordeaux, Nantes, Peyrehorade, and Labastide-Clairence, as
well as Saint-Esprit, the Bayonne district located on the opposite side of the
Adour river.
By the 1630s, around 60 Jewish families lived in the city, all silent Jews.
Some had connections with Amsterdam and the Americas and were already
involved in the spice and cocoa bean
trade. Because of the religious liberties
and the sanctuary conditions France
initially offered, many members gradually felt comfortable embracing their
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Jewishness and Judaism. Less than a
century later, the Jewish population
had grown to 800, and 13 synagogues
were built in Saint-Esprit to accommodate them.
Prinz writes in her acclaimed book
On the Chocolate Trail that several “Bayonne Jews such as Emil Péreire, Isaac
Péreire, Alvaro Luiz, Jacome Luiz,
and Aaron Colace” were crucial members in the business of exporting and
smuggling cacao from Spain across the
French border.
Yet Iberian Jews didn’t only engage
in illicit commerce; they brought with
them not only cacao and connections
but a particular finesse and a knack
for producing good quality chocolate.
Whether they used the exclusive criollo
variety from Venezuela, forastero from
Guyana, or maraignon of Brazil, they
possessed the techniques behind the arts
of heating, grinding, and dosing beans.
As a result, the reputation of Bayonnais
chocolate spread around Europe because of the blend’s properties and exquisite flavor of the Jewish chocolatiers’
delectable and elegant marble-size balls,
often concocted on a stone.
As recounted by Joan Nathan in her
book Quiches, Kugels, and Couscous: My
Search for Jewish Cooking in France:
“The reputation of Bayonnais chocolate spread because of the quality of the
cocoa beans and the Portuguese Jews’
expertise in blending chocolate, sugar,
and other spices according to the formulas brought from nearby Spain.”
The city and surrounding area remained a vibrant regional center of
chocolate production until Jews were
banned from the city’s chocolate guild
in 1691 by Christian chocolate makers,
who, jealous of their success, falsely accused them before the ancien régime of
“altering everything they sell.” The continuous antisemitic attacks and displays
of resentment drove Jews to leave in
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considerable numbers at the beginning
of the 18th century, never turning back.
As the chocolate industry expanded
around the globe beyond the intercolonial routes, in North America, many
Jews rose to positions of power in the
intercontinental chocolate trade. For
example, Aaron Lopez gained notoriety
as an influential trader who moved to
the colony of Newport, Rhode Island,
as a religious refugee—born in 1731 in
Lisbon to a renowned family of conversos. Aaron sailed ship for the New
World, where his half-brother lived.
When he arrived in Massachusetts in
1752, he promptly changed his Christian name (Duarte), which provided
him with safety in Portugal, and got
circumcised at 21.
Lopez quickly became the city’s most
prominent dealer of chocolate, Judaica, and other commodities. He would
make significant contributions to Jewish causes and the American Revolution.
According to Prinz, “Aaron Lopez used
chocolate at Passover and distributed
it as tzedakah.” On the other hand, his
dark past would mar his legacy, as the
Jewish philanthropist funded the voyages of nearly 30 slave ships.
“The contributions [of Jewish chocolate traders] have tragically been glossed
over or neglected due to dominant and
long-standing historical narratives,”

said Isaac Amon, director of academic
research and program development of
the Jewish Heritage Alliance. “Yet, the
zeitgeist is changing. Sephardic history
is replete with enduring themes which
speak to all of us in the 21st century.
These prominently include religious
liberty, global migration, trade and industry, and identity, all part of the human story.”
The Gomez family of New York ran a
big and profitable business in the West
Indies, Madeira, Barbados, Curaçao,
London, and Dublin. Between 1728
and 1747, they imported more than
20,860 pounds of cacao to New York
via Curaçao, in addition to selling chocolate. The family placed boxes of drinking chocolate for sale in New York City
in 1759 at the corner of Bruling’s Slip.
Levy Solomons—a native of Montreal who lived in Albany, New York, and
manufactured and sold tobacco, snuff,
and chocolate—was another essential
North American Jewish trader in the
1790s. His factory supplied chocolate
for hot drinks to Dutch customers. Simon and Hyman Gratz from Philadelphia had a successful business with Brazil, importing as much as 15,000 pounds
of cocoa from Santo Domingo.
Back in Europe, a young Austrian confectioner would leave his mark
on the history of Jews and chocolate

decades later. The 16-year-old Jewish
lad named Franz Sacher would go on to
develop Austria’s famed Sachertorte, a
chocolate sponge cake. Stephen Klein, a
Viennese chocolatier, went to New York
City in 1938 and founded Barton’s, redefining the kosher chocolate market. And
Barton’s became known for hiring many
Jewish refugees from Germany.
“The whole diasporic journey and
history of Jews and chocolate parallel
the Jewish refugee experience quite
well,” said Prinz. “We see that Jews were
able to find opportunity and substance
in this fruit.”
Many things have changed since the
discovery of chocolate, including its
manufacturing techniques, raw materials, presentation, and consumption.
The contemporary and diversified
confectionery we know today, with its
plethora of colors, shapes, and flavors,
wouldn’t have been conceivable without
the noteworthy contribution of Jews in
colonial America and Europe. Because
of their logistical efforts, technological
advancements, and manufacturing optimization, many people can now claim
a bit of chocolate as part of their own—
another quintessential Jewish story in
the diaspora.
This article was originally published on
July 18, 2022.
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Tahinli Tahini Cookies
BY JOAN NATHAN

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

8

tablespoons (1 stick/113
grams) unsalted butter, at
room temperature, or 1/2 cup
vegetable oil

Step 1
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees and line two baking sheets with parchment
paper.

½

cup (100 grams) sugar

1

cup (135 grams) plus 2
tablespoons flour, sifted

¼

teaspoon salt

½

teaspoon baking powder

1

teaspoon vanilla

½

cup tahini

¼

cup (20 grams) blanched and
peeled almonds

Step 2
In the bowl of a standing mixer with a paddle attachment, cream the butter or
oil and sugar. Mix in the flour, salt, and baking powder, then the vanilla and the
tahini.
Step 3
Roll the dough into balls about the size of a large marble and put on the
parchment-lined baking sheets. Press an almond in the center of each, slightly
flattening the cookies.
Step 4
Bake for about 15 to 20 minutes, rotating sheets halfway through, until lightly
golden and beginning to crisp.
Yield: about 3 dozen cookies
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